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“Why don't oysters give to charity?
They are shellfish.”
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OUR NEWSPAPER
The Warrandyte Diary was established in 1970 as a small local newsletter.
Although it has developed over the years, it has retained its strong community
character, being produced mostly by volunteers with only one aim: to serve
its community. Financed solely through advertising, it guards its not-for-profit,
non-commercial status and its independent voice. The Diary carries a strong
editorial bias towards the people, environment and character of the place it
serves. Its monthly circulation is 3500 copies and it is available in Warrandyte,
North Warrandyte, South Warrandyte, Park Orchards, Wonga Park, Warranwood, North Ringwood, Kangaroo Ground and Research.

A SPECIAL PLACE
Warrandyte (approximate population 8000) is situated on the Yarra River,
some 27km from Melbourne. For countless ages a well-stocked hunting
ground of the Wurundjeri people, in 1851 Warrandyte became the site of the
first official gold discovery in Victoria. It soon established its character as a
small, self-sustaining community set in a beautiful river valley. Around 1900
the miners, orchardists and tradespeople were joined by a number of young
painters who were founding the Australian nationalist arts tradition. Now a
commuter suburb of Melbourne, the natural beauty, community spirit and sense
of independence of Warrandyte has been largely retained. This newspaper is
the voice and true expression of that spirit.

FIVE MINUTES OF FAME
HIS MONTH Tracy Dickson
visits one of Warrandyte’s
ubiquitous gift shops.
(Ding!) Can I help you?

Mrs Packet? I’m Tracy from the Diary.

Tracy! Welcome to Presence.
You have some lovely things here!

Like it says on the window, we’ve got a gift
for it! Did you notice the scented candle
display? Damp Labrador is very
popular at the moment.

By ALAN CORNELL
university I got a part-time job selling Pest
Control services door-to-door. But the only
pest people wanted to get rid of was me. Are
you quite sure about those body products?

Never look a gift shop in the mouth, eh!

Quite sure Mrs Packet.

Sorry.

So I dropped out of uni and got a job at
Bunnings standing at the entrance saying
“Hello” and “Goodbye” — nothing else,
just “Hello” and “Goodbye”. But I knew that
greetings were just the beginning and on
the second day I added “Have a nice day the

232 Yarra St
Warrandyte

0411 528 142

Gorgeous, isn’t it! We had a blue one
too but a burglar broke into the shop
last Tuesday.

All my life, Tracy! When I was six
we had a lemon tree at the front
of our apartment block and I used
to sell lemonade from a card table
outside our place.

How awful!

It was raining if you remember and
he grabbed the red umbrella on the
way out.
You mean the blue one?

And how did that go?

You don’t get much passing traffic
on the ninth floor. Did you see the
diamanté dog collars with clip on
poo-bag dispenser?

No the red one but he came back on
Wednesday and exchanged it.

Lovely.

Thanks but there’s no need.

On my tenth birthday my parents
gave me a bike and I rode down
to Templeton’s Newsagency and
asked for a paper round. He just
laughed and said you’ll never be
able to ride that little bike when it’s
loaded up with papers but I said
please Mr Templeton just give me a
chance! and he loaded me up and do you
know what?
What?

I couldn’t do it. Can I interest you in some of
our personal body products Tracy?
HOURS
Fri, Sat, Sun: 11am-5.30pm

They’re seconds. It’s supposed to read
grammar.

Well I do rather like the red umbrella.

So tell me. Mrs Packet, how long
have you been in retailing?

Happy
Winter

I did but I don’t understand this one — I’m
silently correcting your granmar?

One can only hope that person gets
fired! But there must be something
that takes your fancy?

And the cushions with movie stars
on them are walking out the door!
I have a Brad Pitt I like to sit on at
home.

JULY

Did you see the mugs with funny sayings
on them?

And this one! Instead of coffee
someone’s put covfefe!

I can imagine.

“ Looking for a Tax Agent that does more
than tax returns? Look no further.”

I think you’ll find that’s gift horse, Tracy.
You really need to be more careful if you’re
going to be a reporter.

I don’t think I need any body products at
the moment thanks Mrs Packet.

If you say so. Anyway when I was at

Red will do nicely.

Can I wrap it for you?
But I want to do the curly ribbon thing
with the scissors!
You really love working in a gift shop
don’t you.

Bunnings way!” and on the third day “Aisle
12’s the place for shelves!” Did I show you
the hanging mobile of John Boyle in various
body-building poses? I have one at home!
You haven’t finished about Bunnings.

On the fourth day I tried “Aisle 2 if you need
a screw!” and got fired. Then this shop came
up for sale!

I do! Why just the other day I was busy
at the counter, sticking prices over
important information on the labels,
when I heard a squeal of surprise from
behind the genitalia-shaped soap.
Someone had found just the thing they
were looking for?

No, a customer got a paper cut from a book
of inspirational quotations.
Mrs Packet it’s been lovely talking to you.

Drop in again soon Tracy. And do think
about those body products!
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Warrandyte bridgeworks expected to
begin in late August pending permits
By SEAN WALES
OBJECTIONS to planning permits
from some members of the community
have meant works on widening the
Warrandyte Bridge have still not
begun.
Minister for Roads Luke Donnellan
revealed to the Diar y that a
construction timeline is still yet to be
finalised.
However, he does expect early works
to start in late August.
Some locals are becoming
increasingly frustrated at the delays,
with works originally meant to get
underway in April.
North Warrandyte resident Jennie
Hill started the Fix the Warrandyte
Bridge Bottleneck! group on Facebook.
The group now has over 400
members, with locals angry at the traffic
congestion effecting parts of NorthWarrandyte and Kangaroo Ground,
heading across the Warrandyte Bridge.
“Between about 7:30am and 9:00am
people can sit in that queue for
between 45 minutes and an hour,
which is a horrendous length of time.
It can take over an hour to get from
Kangaroo Ground to over the bridge.
“In non-peak times that can take less
than 10 minutes,” Ms Hill said.
It is believed that members of the
Warrandyte Community Association
and Warrandyte Historical Society
have lodged objections with
Manningham Council regarding the
planning permits, delaying the works
in the process.

Ms Hill and her group think this is
unfair.
“There are a small group of people
who have objected to the bridge works
but there are thousands who are stuck
in the horrendous queues every day.
It’s so unfair that are very small
group of people are able to hold
up something that the community
desperately needs,” she said.
The WC A's concerns are with
maintaining the natural landscape
of Warrandyte, ensuring the safety of
local flora and fauna as well as the idea
of encouraging more traffic to flow
through the suburb.
T h e Wa r r a n d y t e C o m m u n i t y
Association declined an interview
with the Diary.
W h i l e Ms Hi l l a c k n ow l e d g e s
more needs to be done to fix traffic
congestion around Warrandyte, she
says locals do not have time to wait for
a long-term solution.
“The bridge widening is only a shortterm fix. I want an extra bridge over the
Yarra and the M80 [North-East link]
built, [but] that’s 10 years away.
“In a perfect world I wish Warrandyte
could stay the way it was 20 years ago,
but we don’t have 10 years to wait to try
and fix this issue,” she said.
The Shadow Minister for Roads
and Infrastructure and Member
for Warrandyte, Ryan Smith, is also
frustrated at the time it is taking for
VicRoads to resolve the planning
objections.
“The government establish[ed] clear

timelines around the progress of
future works [and] it is disappointing
to see those timelines slipping,” Mr.
Ryan said.
Nillumbik Mayor Peter Clarke
also expressed concerns at the slow
progress of the project. He revealed
that Nillumbik Council planners
requested further information from
VicRoads in regards to the planning
permits on April 28.
It took almost two months for
VicRoads to respond, providing further
information to the Council on June 22.
The issue is becoming an increasingly
complex one, with multiple parties and
interests at stake.
While residents such as Ms Hill
want to see traffic congestion fixed,
the Andrews Government’s focus is to
improve emergency access over the
Warrandyte Bridge.
“We’re delivering the Warrandyte
Bridge upgrade to make it quicker and
safer for local residents to evacuate the
area in the event of an emergency,”
Minister for Roads Luke Donnellan
told the Diary.
Shadow Minister Mr. Smith agrees.
“These works are a vital necessity to
the future safety of our community in
the event of a bushfire,” he said.
However, with works now not
expected to be completed until the
middle of next year, it is likely these
works will be underway throughout
the next fire season.
This raises another set of issues
surrounding emergency access during

the roadworks.
“The actual bridge works could be
going on in the fire season. That is
just a horrendous safety concern,” Ms
Hill said.
Meanwhile, Manningham Councillor
for Mullum Mullum ward Sophy
Galbally is concerned about the safety
of pedestrians on the south side — the
Manningham side — of the bridge.
“I want to make sure we have
pedestrian safety; unlike the Nillumbik
side of the bridge we get a lot of
pedestrian traffic on our side of the
bridge — I will be pushing for this as a
must,” she said.
Manningham Council has received
upwards of 10 objections to the
planning proposals, Ms Galbally said,
“I am pleased that VicRoads is listening
to the community and are prepared to
make changes to their original plans
— Council will then probably receive
amended plans by VicRoads for formal
assessment.”
As we go to print, the Diary has
learned the planning application
for the widening of the bridge on
the Nillumbik side now carries a
‘advertising started’ status on the
Nillumbik planning website.
Planning application 122/2017/02P
has been given an advertising start date
of July 3 2017.
The advertised documentation
was uploaded on July 5 2017
and is available at:
bit.ly/NillWBplan

Urban Design
Advisory Panel
ON JULY 7, VicRoads planned
to announce the members of
Urban Design Advisory Panel
(UDAP).
Originally p etitione d by
the Warrandyte Community
Association (WCA) and the
Warrandyte Historical Society
in the interest of maintaining
the bridge upgrade adheres to
the historical road alignment
a n d Wa r ra n dy t e h e r i ta g e
values.
Much like the Community
Reference Panel established by
Manningham on the Jumping
Creek Road upgrade, the UDAP
will be consulted on the design
and construction of aesthetic
elements such as railings, paths,
retaining wall finishes and the
aesthetic qualities of the bridge
abutment, the panel will also be
responsible for communicating
ideas between the project team
and the greater Warrandyte
community.
As the Diary goes to print,
information regarding the
make-up of the new UDAP are
yet to be made to the public.

Electoral tribunal sends Koonung ward back to the polls
By JAMES POYNER
VOTERS IN Koonung ward may find
themselves back at the ballot box after
the Municipal Electoral Tribunal found
the results from the 2016 election void
due a failure to properly inform all
ratepayers on their eligibility to vote.
Last October’s election results were
challenged by Ms Stella Yee, a resident
of Doncaster who came fifth in the
Local Council election on the grounds
the wards non-citizen ratepayers were
not properly informed on their right to
vote in the election.
Mr Warwick Winn, Manningham
Council CEO issued a statement
saying “Magistrate Smith found the
Victoria Electoral Commission (VEC)
‘effectively failed to properly inform,

or may have misled, non-resident
ratepayers as to their eligibility to enrol
to vote’, he said.
Magistrate Smith also found the
numbers of non-resident ratepayers
who were prevented or disenfranchised
from taking part in the election were
significant enough that their inclusion
in the election process probably would
have affected the outcome of the
election.
The three Manningham councillors;
Cr Dot Haynes, Cr Anna Chen, Cr
Mike Zafiropoulos will continue in
their roles as elected officials for the
time being.
In a statement, Electoral
Commissioner, Warwick Gately, stated
he was satisfied with the VEC’s current

strategy for informing voters on their
eligibility to vote.
“The VEC has appeared before the
Tribunal throughout the inquiry,
and has maintained the position that
the notice of entitlement was fully
compliant with the requirements
of the Local Government Act 1989…
I am completely satisfied that the
notice complies with the legislative
requirements and I remain strongly
of the view that the notice does not
“actively mislead” any person,” he said.
Mr Gately is appealing the decision
and has taken it to Victorian Civil and
Administrative Tribunal (VCAT).
The Diary will report on VCAT’s
decision when it’s handed down.

“Know your Warrandyte”
By SNAPPER
WARRANDYTE enjoys interesting
places, quirky art and a
beautiful environment.
Each month we will highlight
one of the places that makes
Warrandyte special — and your
job is to find it.

Can you find where this is?
Find the answer at
www.warrandytediary.com.au —
and in the next edition.
Last month’s answer:

Rush and Hampshire Solicitors

“We are the accountants who care”

Jacqueline Bell
Dental Prosthetist

• Natural looking dentures
• Relines and repairs

• Laminated mouthguards
• On the spot health claims

to receive your free consultation
Call

9844 4321

www.keepsmiling.com.au

11 Lorraine Avenue, Warrandyte

Like us

Personalised Taxation & Accounting
Services Pty Ltd
Certified Practising Accountants

DEAD, DANGEROUS & LARGE TREE SPECIALIST
tree removals – tree pruning & surgery
stump removal – storm damage – prompt reliable service
free quotes and advice – 24 hour service
fully insured – experienced climber
BEN 0417 364 178 – Qualified arborist
Your local service provider for 15 years

PO Box 143, Warrandyte, 3113
T: 9844 2409 or 0412 011 946
E: bspurrell@ptasaccountants.com.au

Tax planning begins at the start of the
financial year – do not leave it until the end
of the year. Speak to us now – we welcome
business and personal tax enquiries
Super advice will be provided by Personalised Taxation
and Accounting Services as an authorised representative
of SMSF Advisers Network Pty Ltd, AFSL No. 430062
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North East Link planning hots up
By David Hogg
ACTIVITY IS RAMPING up in the
planning for the North East Link, and
the route to be chosen is by far the most
contentious issue.
North East Link Authority (NELA)
NELA has confirmed their process of
consultation will commence in July/
August.
Their current investigations are
concentrating on geotechnical testing
and analysis.
Their website has a short video on the
current program of drilling to take soil
samples from 24 sites, see screenshot
right.
Whilst the line of drillings to the west
of Warrandyte follows the expected
path of the central route
past Beasley’s Nursery,
there is one curious
drilling location shown
in Warrandyte south
of the river around the
Stonehouse Café area.
Katie Hall, Corporate
Communications and
Media Manager North
East L ink Author ity,
told the Diary “The drill
locations on the video
map are indicative of
where drilling will take
place but are not exact.
“Where the rigs are set
up depends on where
there is a suitable location
such as a VicRoads
reservation, and where we
are missing information
regarding the soil and
rock profiles,” she said.
T h e
c u r re n t
investigations will look
at the suitability of
tunnelling, cut and fill,
gradients, vegetation,
environmental and socioeconomic considerations.
NELA will then identify several
corridors.
Each of the identified corridors will
have a full analysis of the positives and
negatives for each.
This process will not select a route
for the NE Link; it is a broad corridor
identification process only.
After the corridors have been
identified, the first full round of public
consultation by NELA will commence.
The consultations will allow the
public to have input into the corridors
identified and to make submissions
with respect to their suitability.

Nillumbik Pro-Active Landowners
(PALs)
The PALs group conducted a survey
via their Facebook page, this survey
received 146 responses.
47% of the responders were from
Kangaroo Ground while only 1% were
from North Warrandyte.
The overwhelming majority (94%)
of respondents supported the North
East Link with only 5% saying they did
not support it. While 70% objected to
the road being built in Nillumbik, with
25% saying they approved of a Green
Wedge route, and 65% supporting the
link being mainly tunnel (12% against).
Spokesman for the PALs group, Max
Parsons, told the Diary PALs will be
working to ensure NELA understand,

acknowledge and appreciate the
importance of the Green Wedge to
the residents and landowners in
Nillumbik, as well as its state and
national significance, Mr Parsons also
stressed the importance of financial
compensation for landowners.
“With a determined view to the
primacy of human life in relation to
bush fire risk, the loss of vegetation and
Green Wedge areas, the dissection of
and disruption to existing communities
and the isolation of native fauna must
all be factored into the equation to
select an appropriate route for the
North East Link.

“Should the Nor th East L ink
proceed, affected landowners must
receive appropriate market-based
compensation for any acquired land or
adjoining affected properties,” he said.
Warrandyte Community
Association (WCA)
The WCA has expressed concern
Banyule Council and residents are
mounting a well-organised campaign
advocating the Central Option to the
west of Warrandyte as preferable to
the shorter route running down to and
under the Banyule river flats to join the
Eastern Freeway at Bulleen.
C o nve n o r o f t h e Wa r ra n d y t e
Community Association subcommittee working on this issue, Carli
Lange-Boutle, feels the action
in Banyule could have serious
impact on Warrandyte.
“The Government plans
to start construction on the
Link in 2019 and community
groups and Councils along
the various routes are linking
up and preparing to argue
against a route through their
communities,” she said
The WCA understands the
public will have only six weeks
in which to respond to the
NELA Route Options paper,
planned for issue in late July
so the research needed to
lodge an objection needs to
begin now.
The WCA is alarmed at
the potential impact of the
Greensborough–Ringwood
route.
The borehole location figure
on the NELA website confirms
the Authority is considering an
alignment parallel to the high
voltage powerline easements
running from St Helena to
Ringwood, crossing or passing
under the Yarra River near
Target Road in Warrandyte.
At 19 km long, this route would be
over twice the length of the Banyule
route and unless extensive tunnelling
is used, it would impact the Diamond
and Mullum Mullum Creeks, as well as
the Yarra River.
Mrs Lange-Boutle says, “Access ramps
at Reynolds Road near Springvale Rd
seem likely for this route option and
this could generate serious traffic
volumes for Yarra Street Warrandyte,
including Warrandyte Bridge traffic
and through the neighbouring Donvale
and Park Orchards.
“There is also great concern for the

Geotechnical study sites (North East Link Authority website)
health of the Mullum Mullum Creek
and Yarra River.
“We need to consider all impacts
to our communities; economically,
socially and environmentally”.
There is also pressure from the east.
Nillumbik groups are preparing
to argue against the routes through
the Green Wedge areas of Kangaroo
Ground and Christmas Hills; there are
serious environmental issues along
these routes too.
The WCA has urged Warrandyte
residents to take an active interest on
this issue
Manningham City Council
U n l i k e o t h e r mu n i c i p a l i t i e s,
Manningham City Council seems to
be sitting on the fence when it comes
to taking a position on the route the
North East Link should take.
Last month Director of Assets and
Engineering, Leigh Harrison, advised
the Diary “Council does not currently
have a formal position on the proposal”.
The council has an Integrated
Transport Advisory Subcommittee
(ITAC), but Mr Harrison advised “The
ITAC is an advisory committee and,
as such, does not formulate policy for
Council’s consideration.
“The committee can agree on a view
in relation to North East Link however,
to date, the level of detail associated
with the North East Link is too abstract
to determine any concrete directions.”
Their reluctance to take a position
is perhaps understandable when it is
considered a number of route options
pass within their boundaries.
Nillumbik Shire Council
Nillumbik Councillors Karen
Ega n a n d Ja n e A s ht o n have
reached agreement with NELA to

hold several information sessions
for local communities within the
Nillumbik investigation area to talk
with NELA representatives about their
process, opportunities, issues and the
challenges North East Link will bring
so that they can use what they learn in
their decision making.
The sessions are planned to be held:
•	Sunday July 23 — 9am – 12pm
Eltham Town Square
•	Monday July 24 — 5pm – 8pm
Nillumbik Civic Centre
Greensborough
•	Saturday July 29 — 10am – 1:30pm
Diamond Creek Community
Centre
•	Sunday July 30 — 10am – 12:30pm
Research shops
Jane Ashton said on Facebook she
is aiming to organise for a meeting
in Kangaroo Ground “as this is where
people who care live”.
Narelle Campbell, from the No Rural
Link group who have started the
social media hashtag #buildthelinkbutdontsplitthewedge are opposing
the road passing through the Green
Wedge.
Ms Campbell thinks the sessions
are “a great opportunity for our
communities to engage with NELA
face to face in a reasonable, evidence
based, informal and passionate way”.
More formal information,
engagement and feedback sessions are
planned once corridors are identified
and announced in August.
The North East Link Authority are
not going to have an easy time ahead
of them north-east Melbourne seems
to find itself in a situation where most
people want the link but very few want
it anywhere near them.

Pigeon Bank dispute heads to Supreme Court
By DAVID HOGG
IN THE ONGOING game of poker that
decides whether or not a residence
can be built at 2 Pigeon Bank Road,
the applicant Phillip Mannerheim,
through his company, has upped the
ante and summonsed Nillumbik Shire
Council and the objectors including the
Warrandyte Community Association
(WCA) to the Supreme Court where he
is seeking leave to appeal against the
earlier decision of VCAT to continue to
argue the case there.

The move is in relation to an appeal
at VCAT by WCA and the objectors
against the granting by Nillumbik
Council of a permit for a dwelling there.
This is a controversial proposal for a
residence on a block in a heavily-treed
Green Wedge area, which the Diary
has covered in previous editions.
The applicant is seeking leave,
which, if granted, will result in a
further hearing in which the Applicant
requests the VCAT decision be set
aside, Nillumbik Council be directed

to issue a planning permit and the
respondents pay the costs of the
appeal.
The key grounds for the appeal
are that the one neighbour who
wrote to Nillumbik Council when the
original application was advertised
in fact made a “submission” which
did not meet the requirements for
an “objection”, and there being no
original objectors there is no case to
answer.
The WCA and 10 of the other 12

objectors have decided to contest this
application in the Supreme Court.
The application for leave to appeal
was to have been heard on June 30;
however, the hearing was postponed
and as the Diary goes to print a new
date has not yet been set.
Statements have been made by
both Mr Mannerheim and the WCA,
but while the case is sub judice there
are restrictions around what can be
reported at this time.
The Diary understands that the

Industrial, Commercial, Domestic

DAMIEN NOTT

0438 537 773

objectors may be seeking crowd
funding to pay for this case and for
defending the Green Wedge against
other inappropriate developments.
The compulsory conference held at
VCAT, mentioned in our last article,
went ahead on July 6 but the parties
were unable to agree, so this matter
will now continue with a full hearing
at VCAT in September, unless the
Supreme Court decides otherwise.
The Diary will keep you informed on
the outcomes.
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Major upgrade for Jumping Creek Road
By JAMES POYNER
AFTER 17 RECORDED vehicle
crashes in four years, Manningham
Council began the process for a major
upgrade to Jumping Creek Road in
July 2016.
At an estimated cost of $17.9M and a
construction period of six years, works
are scheduled to begin in 2018, after
the next fire danger period has ended
and assuming the necessary permits
have been issued.
An important link road between
Warrandyte and the Yarra Valley, the
road also gives access to the only river
crossing with 10 kilometres for Wonga
Park and the surrounding area.
Manningham Council estimate
Jumping Creek Road currently carries
more than 8000 vehicles per day,
a number which is expected to of
doubled by 2035.
Taking into account the number of
accidents on this important artery,
Manningham believe the road, which
is already failing to keep drivers safe
will be unable to accommodate a
major increase in traffic without an
upgrade.
The works will include roadway
realignment, roundabouts, emergency
vehicle stopping bays and a shared
pedestrian/cycling path which will
run the entire length of Jumping
Creek Road between Wonga Park and
Warrandyte.
This last adjustment will deliver
greater accessibility to the Wonga Park
community as well as improving safety
for cyclists and pedestrians.

your say
Diggers gratitude
Dear Diary,
re: War memorial shines
(Warrandyte Diary, May 2017)
Our “Peace/War” memorial has
risen from horrible vandalism
and demise, to represent the
freedom Warrandyte enjoys and
is privileged to have!
Sometimes you have to stand up
and defend what you believe in!
The Warrandyte RSL, The
Council, our State Member and
a bloke called Stephen Papal
from “Advanced Stone” all
sprung into action to resolve
this disgraceful incident.
Stephen, the residents of
Warrandyte thank you for your
expertise and willingness to
help us out in our “hour of
need”.
“Our memorial shines again”
Thank you Stephen,
Don Hughes
Pound Road, Warrandyte
(Sapper and Digger)

As part of the development process,
Manningham Council have formed
the Jumping Creek Road Community
Reference Panel, a panel which
consists of residents, businesses and
community groups which are directly
affected by Jumping Creek Road.
Mr Leigh Harrison, Director of Assets
and Engineering for Manningham
Council spoke to the Diary, explaining
the role the panel will play in the
forthcoming upgrade.
“ The Jumping Creek Road
Community Reference Panel will
provide an important and long term
opportunity for the community to
highlight issues, queries and provide
feedback on proposals to upgrade
Jumping Creek Road.
“[The panel] will also help guide the
materials and finishes, path widths,
replanting opportunities, fauna
crossings, street lighting, pedestrian
crossing locations, non-regulatory
signage, roadside aesthetics,
emergency stopping bay locations,
the Dudley Road/Yarra Road/Jumping
Creek Road intersection surface
treatment and the extent and nature
of equestrian treatments,” he said.
Residents will get the opportunity
to express their thoughts on the road
upgrade via the Community Reference
Panel, as well as via the Manningham
“Your Say” page.
However, one major concern will be
traffic congestion.
The Diary asked Mr Harrison what
steps have been taken to minimise
further congestion to an already

heavily congested area.
“The key objectives of this project
are to improve safety for all users,
including motorists, cyclists and
pedestrians, and to accommodate the
forecasted increase in traffic volumes
— which is expected to double to

15,000 vehicles per day by 2035.
“During our consultation process,
concerns were raised about traffic
congestion at the Jumping Creek Road
and Homestead Road intersection —
located on the municipal boundary
between the Shire of Yarra Ranges and

the City of Manningham.
“Council is working with the Shire
of Yarra Ranges to address resident
concerns regarding this intersection.
“Some traffic disruption during
works of this scale is unavoidable,”
he said.

Source: yoursaymanningham.com.au/jumping-creek-road-upgrade
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Major public transport New rules require drivers
to
slow
down
around
upgrade on the horizon
emergency vehicles

Proposed rapid transit system to ease commuter congestion
By SAMMI TAYLOR
GLOBAL PUBLIC transport company
Transdev have put forward a proposal for a
new Doncaster Bus Rapid Transit project.
The proposal presents a plan for Melbourne’s
first ever express bus way, potentially
revolutionising public transport for the eastern
suburbs.
A BRT system would separate purpose built
and high capacity buses from other traffic
such as cars and SMART buses, by providing a
dedicated bus lane with full right of way.
If the plan goes ahead, it would see the
Eastern Freeway median strip — which has
been reserved for the potential Doncaster rail
link — developed into a bus expressway.
The bus way would also continue down the
centre of Hoddle Street, making for just a 30
minute journey from Doncaster to the CBD.
This could be welcome news for commuters,
who currently travel for 47 minutes or more
during peak times—and for Warrandyte
residents, who often travel for over an hour on
the current 906 route.
The bus way would be the first of its kind
here in Victoria, but Transdev has built similar
systems overseas with successful bus rapid
transit operations in Bogotá, Columbia and the
French cities of Rouen and Nantes.
The new purpose built buses will have a
capacity of up to 150 people, and are believed
to operate more like a rail link (with fast transit
times and minimal waiting times for services in
peak hours) than a traditional bus lane.
Transdev’s proposal has been welcomed
by Manningham Council, who believe the
project can vastly improve commuter’s public
transport experience in the eastern suburbs.
Leigh Harrison, Manningham Director Assets
and Engineering spoke to the Diary and was
hopeful the project would be approved by
State Government as the project would greatly
enhance eastern Melbourne’s public transport

system.
“Transdev ’s Bus Rapid Transit (BRT)
proposal would provide Manningham’s
commuters with a markedly improved public
transport option that maximises what buses
can offer.
We hope the proposal will be given serious
consideration and support from the State
Government,” he said.
But for Manningham Council, the Doncaster
rail link still remains of the utmost importance,
and the Doncaster BRT is viewed as merely a
short term solution.
“Manningham remains the only Melbourne
metropolitan municipality with no rail, and
the proposal for a BRT is the next best thing in
the short to medium term to cater for already
overcrowded public transport services.
The proposed BRT may also offer improved
reliability and travel times between the
Melbourne CBD and Warrandyte,” said Mr
Harrison.
Mr Harrison then went on to emphasise
Manningham’s position that any sort of rapid
transit system is merely a short term solution to
public transport congestion, congestion which
Manningham thinks can only be resolved — in
the long term — by the Doncaster rail link.
“The proposed BRT must be designed so
as not to prevent a future Doncaster rail link
and ensure the Eastern Freeway median is
preserved for a future rail line to Doncaster.
Manningham Council will continue to
advocate to the State Government to prioritise
a rail line to Doncaster as the ultimate public
transport solution for the area,” he said.
The BRT project remains in the proposal stage
at this point in time.
Should the proposal gain the support or
approval of the State Government, community
engagement and conversation with key
stakeholders will be carried out in order to
develop the project appropriately.
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Sewer Connections • Gas Fitting
Hot Water Services • Complete Bathrooms
Mini Excavator Hire • Drainage
Roofing (all aspects) • Maintenance

Servicing the Warrandyte community
for over 45 years

By SANDI MILLER
NEW ROAD rules came into effect on July 1 to
protect emergency workers on Victoria’s roads.
Drivers must now safely slow to 40km/h when
passing a stationary or slow-moving emergency
vehicle that is responding to an emergency with
flashing lights or a siren sounding.
After passing the vehicle, drivers should
not increase speed again until reaching a safe
distance from the scene, so that emergency
workers can do their job without fear of being hit
by passing traffic.
Minister for Roads and Road Safety, Luke
Donnellan believes most people already do the
right thing and slow down when approaching
flashing lights, but he says this new rule will make
sure that everyone passes at a safe speed.
“Emergency Services workers are telling us
that they feel in danger while they’re doing their
job — we’ve listened to them and made these
changes to protect the people who are out there
protecting the community.”
A number of emergency workers have been
killed and injured on Victorian roads after being
struck by passing vehicles or debris.
Bec Hodgson is driving facilitator for Ambulance
Victoria as well as a volunteer in the Warrandyte
CFA, she says that the rule change is important
for emergency workers because it goes to keeping
their workplace safe.
“Ultimately it is our workplace, if we are pulled
over at the side of the road, we don’t need people
speeding past us endangering our lives, if you go
through a roadwork sign it is a reduced speed for
the safety of the workers, and that’s what we are
asking for,” she said.
Ms Hodgson’s says she hopes drivers do not “go
to the extreme” and slow down to 40 whenever
they see any emergency vehicle.
“If we are travelling on the freeway at 110 we
don’t want people dropping to 40 because they
have seen us, it is for when we are stopped on the
side of the road with our beacons on,” she said.
Minister for Health and Ambulance Services
Jill Hennessy said that it is simple: “When you

see flashing lights ahead slow to 40 to keep our
emergency workers safe.
“It might mean you arrive at your destination a
little later, but it could save a life,” she said.
A recent survey found that almost one in
five emergency service workers said they had
experienced four or more “near misses” while
stopped on the roadside over the past three
years, with such incidents now considered
commonplace they are often not recorded.
Former North Warrandyte CFA Captain, Rohan
Thornton supports the new law.
“I feel traffic is the greatest risk to emergency
personnel — almost all of my ‘near misses’ have
been cars not paying attention approaching an
accident scene,” he said.
Shadow Minister for Roads, and Member for
Warrandyte Ryan Smith hoped that drivers would
take care as they pass anyone who is out of their
vehicle on the side of the road.
“I hope a degree of common sense is used in
enforcing this new rule since, in many cases,
suddenly slowing is simply not possible; heavy
vehicle and truck drivers in particular know that
they could cause more accidents by attempting
to slow down quickly when conditions do not
allow for it,” he said.
The new rule applies to Victoria Police,
Ambulance Victoria, Metropolitan Fire Brigade,
County Fire Authority and State Emergency
Service vehicles as well as VicRoads Transport
Safety Service vehicles with magenta flashing
lights.
The rule is consistent with existing 40 km/h
speed limit requirements in other areas where
vulnerable road users are present, including
roadwork sites and school zones.
This rule does not apply on a road with a median
strip, where the vehicle is on the other side of the
median strip.
The fine for an infringement of the new road
rule is $277 and the maximum court penalty is
$793.
No demerit points apply.
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EPA fines
local business
for illegal
dumping
By JAMES POYNER
BYRNE EXCAVATIONS Pty Ltd have
been fined $7773 by the Environmental
Protection Authority (EPA) under section
27A(2)(a) of the Environmental Protection
Act 1970 after they were caught illegally
dumping industrial waste at a site in
Templestowe.
Responding to pollution reports, the
EPA visited the site near Fitzsimons Lane
on April 8.
With the help of Parks Victoria, video
surveillance was set up to monitor the site
and ascertain who was dumping waste.
Waste at the site included dumped soil,
rock, tins of paint, books, a television and
a number of other household items.
EPA Metro Manager Dan Hunt stated
a tipper truck owned by the excavation
company had visited the site on a number
of occasions.
Mr Hunt also highlighted the risk posed
to the environment by illegal dumping.
“[the video footage shows] the
company was depositing the waste on
the site on different occasions, which
frustratingly highlights their disrespect
for the community, the law and the
environment”.
“If not managed responsibly, waste such
as this can pollute the environment, pose
a public health risk and pose amenity
issues.
“On top of this, it costs Victorians
millions of dollars every year to clean-up
illegally dumped waste,” he said.

Warrandyte whirlybird worries
MID JULY, a low flying helicopter over
Warrandyte (North and Central) captured the
community’s imagination, even us journalistic
types were baffled as the helicopter in question
cruised at what looked like 60 feet above Webb
Street — clearly looking for a park so they could
nip into the Bakery for a pie.
Local aviation enthusiast LEWIS HUEY sent in
this report to the Diary.

satire
Warrandyte residents scurried in
panic to hide tell-tale features as
a snoopy helicopter circled above
and around the district for two
hours on July 19.
Was it the council checking up on
planning permits?
Was it the North East Link
Authority working out where to
tunnel?
Perhaps it was the National
Broadband Network sussing out
where to put antenna towers,
or the Tax Office looking to find
those who hadn’t paid tax and
were lounging by the pool in their
mansion.
George Noodles up the Research
Road rushed to cover up his illegal
alcohol still.
Wendy up Webb Street knew she
should have fenced that pool.
The brothel in Osborne Rd had to
shut up shop for two hours, and we
cannot begin to count the number

of people who rushed out to cover
up their marijuana crops.
But they need not have worried;
those authorities will not be
checking up on residents until
next month.
As I wrote on my aviation blog
Wings Akimbo this was just AusNet
testing out their new “fly-by-wire”
maintenance review procedure
— taking photographs of the
powerlines to make sure they
were not at risk of spontaneously
combusting.
The steep bushy hills around
Warrandyte make this kind of
visual inspection ideal for
a vertical thrust rotorcraft as
their fixed wing are vehicular
counterparts just cannot perform
the visual inspection as effectively
as a helicopter can.
The images will now be assessed
by a tessellated techtrometer
and any residents with said
combustible conifers will have
them duly dealt with by an arboreal
acrobat – but we hope he won’t be
working out of a chopper.

MONDAY – FRIDAY LUNCH SPECIAL
2 COURSES $27.50
NORTH
RESTAURANT & BAR

149/151 Warrandyte Road North Ringwood | 9870 6117 | www.rosebanknorth.com.au
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Warrandyte Community Bank
Business expo
launches 2017 grants program broadens its horizons
By DEANNE DICKSON
WARRANDYTE Community Bank
Branch is about to launch its 2017
Community Investment Program.
Every year the unique community
investment strategy, dedicated to
returning up to 80% of Warrandyte
Community Banks profit locally, is
made available through grants and
sponsorships.
It is open to not-for-profit community
groups and organisations who are
working to benefit the community
served by Warrandyte Community
Bank for projects that provide broad
community benefit.
Warrandyte Community Bank
Chairman Aaron Farr said the program
supports local community groups
and organisations by making funding
available for projects, resources and
programs throughout Warrandyte and
surrounding areas.
“We value the customers who choose
to bank with us,” Mr Farr said.

“It is the profit from their banking
which enables Warrandyte Community
Bank to invest so much money back
into the local community,” he added.
Over the years locals have witnessed
hundreds of projects take shape
and enjoyed the many benefits of
programs delivered thanks to the
banks investment of $2.4 million.
“Where the funds go is determined
by local people best placed to guide
us, those volunteering and working in
our community.
“Projects may be large or small and
may also be carried out in collaboration
with other groups or organisations at
any level,” said Mr Farr.
The t w o-prong e d pro gram is
administered with the support of the
Community Enterprise Foundation
(CEF), the philanthropic arm of the
Bendigo Bank network.
Warrandyte Community Bank sets
aside funds each year which are held
in trust with the CEF for community
projects.

With essential checks and balances
in place, our local bank can be sure all
funding delivered to the community
reaches its intended project.
Being a community bank, priority
is given to organisations based
in Warrandyte, Wonga Park, Park
Orchards and surrounding areas.
Across Australia, Bendigo
Community Bank branches have
returned more than $165 million
to local communities and in its 13
years of existence in Warrandyte,
the Warrandyte Community Bank
has returned $2.4 million to the
community.
This year’s window for grant and
sponsorship applications is from July
19 to August 16.
Further information can be obtained
by dropping into the branch, by
contacting Branch Manager Cheryl
Meikle on 9844 2233 or Community
Liaison Officer Dee Dickson on
0414 505 533.

New business development manager
joins Warrandyte Community Bank
WARRANDYTE Community Bank have announced the
appointment of their new Business Development Manager,
Adrian Yong.
With 17 years of experience in the banking industry, Mr
Youg is keen to add his knowledge and enthusiasm to the
Warrandyte Community Bank mix.
“I have always worked in retail banking as a relationship
manager and I have been a mobile lender and Business
Development Manager for the past 11 years.
“I am passionate about helping all my clients secure

a better financial future and of course, I look forward to
working for a bank that really cares and contributes to the
community,” he said.
The incorporation of Mr Young as a “mobile banker” is a
feature the bank is excited it can add to its list of services.
Warrandyte Community Bank’s ethos is about engaging
and investing in the local community and the bank is
hopeful the convenience of having the bank coming to
community groups and businesses will allow it to not only
reinforce current relationships but foster new ones too.

Networking event set to benefit Manningham businesses

FOLLOWING on from the success
of last year’s Warrandyte Business
Expo, Tuesday August 22 will mark
the beginning of the inaugural
Manningham Business Expo.
The expo will bring together
businesses from across the city
of Manningham, providing
opportunities for local business to
learn, network and do business with
each other.
The one day event will have up to
50 exhibitors providing insight and
the necessary real world connections
that local businesses crave.
The Manningham Business Expo
will also feature over 20 free seminars
and workshops on topics that are
of the most importance to SMEs in
2017: How to do marketing, how to
use social media, how to manage
cash flow, coming up with the
right prices for your products or
services, how to access government
funding, regulations, OHS, succession
planning, and so on.
Importantly, all presenters are
chosen based on their knowledge and
ability to communicate.
They are experts in their field —
rather than just professional speakers
— people who walk the talk and can
relate to their audience of business
owners because they understand the
challenges within a small business.
The War randyte business
community have been involved with
the development of this years expo,
from the ground up.
Warrandyte-based event
management and marketing

company, The Woo are central to
the planning of this year’s expo and
Warrandyte Community Bank Branch
are one of the expo’s major sponsors.
Cheryl Miekle, Manager of the
War randyte Community Bank
said she was proud to continue
supporting the expo as it expands
from Warrandyte to encompass the
whole of Manningham and allow
local businesses the opportunity to
show off what they do best.
“We take great pride in supporting
opportunities for many groups, clubs,
not for profits and local businesses in
our region and as such look forward
to seeing the 2017 Manningham
Business Expo in action, in August,”
she said.
Manningham Mayor, Cr Michelle
Kleinert says her Council is committed
to supporting the development of
businesses across Manningham.
“This expo is a valuable way to
acknowledge local innovators and
achievers and to help them sell their
message to a wider audience — I am
so pleased to be able to support the
expo,” she said.
The Manningham Business Expo
will be held at the Manningham
Function Centre on August 22, entry
is free.
Information on the Expo
is available at www.
manninghambusinessexpo.
com.au or by contacting
Greg Rowell at 0428 507 290
greg@thewoo.com.au

Shopping locally
could pay dividends
MANNINGHAM City Council is
urging residents to shop local this
winter.
During July and August,
Manningham Business is holding a
Buy Local Manningham campaign,
giving locals a chance to win $250
each fortnight.
Manningham City Council Mayor
Cr Michelle Kleinert said the Buy
Local Manningham was a brilliant
campaign to highlight the benefits of
shopping local.
“This campaign aims to encourage
people to visit their local businesses
and as a result, improve the local
economy.
“ Wi t h t h e e v e r- i n c re a s i n g
competitive nature of today’s
economy and over 60 per cent of
local spending reinvested into the
local economy, it is the perfect time
to ensure our residents know the

importance of staying local,” she said.
Businesses across Manningham
have thrown their support behind
the campaign, with Bendigo Bank
Doncaster East and Templestowe
Village branches offering four $250
cash prizes to locals taking part in the
competition.
To enter the fortnightly draw for
a $250 prize, participants need to
complete the following:
Step one — take a photo of
themselves purchasing a product or
service from a Manningham business.
Step two — post the photo on the
Manningham Business Facebook
page using #BuyLocalManningham
and tagging the business.
Full terms and conditions
are available from www.
manninghambusiness.com.
au/buy-local-manningham/

ACT GLOBALLY
SHOP LOCALLY

WARRANDYTE MANIPULATIVE
PHYSIOTHERAPY CENTRE

9844 1566
Paul Gilling and Rebecca Van Der Jagt
2 Trezise Street Warrandyte Vic 3113
fax 9844 4090

Hypnotherapy & Healing
A unique style of muscular corrections are done by realigning
muscles, tendons & ligaments – this manipulation simply works!

Are you stuck? Confused? Needing to find direction? Caught up
in compulsive or addictive patterns? Need to quit smoking? Or to
lose weight? Depressed, anxious, & wanting change? Needing
change but unsure how to proceed?
Hypnotherapy is a safe & effective way
to find the future you want.

Suite 3, 35-37 Drysdale Road, Warrandyte 9844 5495
Checkout our reviews on Facebook

Malcolm Dart | Dip Clinical Hypnotherapy, Member AHA
Ph 0412 041 402 | LiveYourLightHypnotherapy.com.au

AUSTRALIAN TRADITIONAL MEDICINE SOCIETY MEMBER 25371

MUSCLE MANIPULATION CLINIC
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The Grand Hotel elevates
standards in accessibility

Somewhere to turn
By SANDI MILLER
WHEN WARRANDYTE Housing and Support
Service closed in 2015, a gap appeared in
providing assistance to those in need within
our community.
Information Warrandyte have now
partnered with Doncare to fill that need and
launched their new Emergency Relief Service
last month.
Mayor of Manningham, Michelle Kleinert
officially opened the new facility, which is
part of Information Warrandyte, located at
the Warrandyte Community Centre in Yarra
Street.
“Today Council is proud to celebrate the
establishment of this partnership between
two amazing organisations that work
together to make our community a better
place,” she said.
The service will offer a range of services
to those finding themselves in need of
assistance.
For urgent assistance the service provides
food parcels and emergency accommodation
referral services along with counselling,
advocacy and a pathway to access many
community and government services.
Rosy Batty, 2015 Australian of the Year and
member of Doncare said at the opening of the
service that one in three women are affected
by domestic violence, and this often leads to
sudden homelessness.
“Many of these women will end up here,
and a cup of tea and a friendly ear is enough
for them to share what is really happening
in their lives.
“They may not want to go to the police, may

feel too much shame, the most important
thing is someone who is not going to judge
but to understand and to know what to do
and how to help,” she said.
“When people do visit here it is mostly
because they are overwhelmed, because they
are socially isolated”.
Manager of Information Warrandyte, John
McMahon said there are three main ways the
community can contribute to the service:
donating food, becoming a volunteer, and
most importantly, identifying and referring
people in need of emergency service to
Information Warrandyte.
“Often people have pride and are worried
about seeking help, they don’t want charity,
so we can’t expect people to come in off
the street to seek help, we need support to
identify people and refer them on,” said Mr
McMahon.
Information Warrandyte is very thankful to
the help they have received from Warrandyte
Rotary in the donation of food vouchers,
but they would appreciate donations of
non-perishable food, and particularly urge
community groups to set up donation bins
or hold donation drives.
Anyone who would like to volunteer,
donate, or feel they are in need of assistance
can contact Information Warrandyte at 168
Yarra Street, Warrandyte or phone 9844 3082.

For more info on this service:
informationwarrandyte.org.au
doncare.org.au

By SANDI MILLER & SOPHY GALBALLY.
IF WALLS COULD talk, the walls of The Grand
Hotel Warrandyte would have an extraordinary
story to tell.
Built in 1895, The Grand Hotel Warrandyte has
stood proudly for more than 120 years as the
backbone to the Warrandyte township.
On June 30, the historic Yarra Street hotel
marked a significant milestone, celebrating the
installation of a lift, bringing the hotel in line
with the national Disability Discrimination Act.
The ribbon was cut by local councillor Sophy
Galbally who applauded the hotel as a great
example of a business that recognises the
community need for access for families.
“At great expense the Grand installs a lift
which sends a welcome to the 20% of the
population with a disability and to our ageing
baby boomers who are now over 65,” she said.
When locals Greg Kennedy and Steve Graham
took ownership, they promptly got rid of the
pokies and replaced them with a kids play
room.
Since then, the hotel has undergone dramatic
renovations, numerous licks of paint and is
being lovingly cared for by general manager
Peter Appleby.
Mr Kennedy and Mr Graham told the Diary,
that shortly after they purchased the hotel an
80-year-old man arrived one night to go to his
granddaughters 21st birthday party, but when
he could not get up the stairs he
had to go home.
“We thought ‘that’s not good
enough,’” the pair said.
So they immediately started
planning to install a lift to allow
access to the upstairs function
rooms.
It has taken them three years
to retrofit the historic building to
meet current standards.
The official opening of the
elevator was attended by local
resident Meindert Withoff, who
uses a wheelchair, and he is very
happy that the hotel is now fully
accessible by everyone.
“It’s fantastic! I really appreciate
it — I know that in the past some
people with disabilities couldn’t
go to certain functions in the pub

just because they couldn’t go up the stairs —
and that is a real shame — because pub is an
abbreviation for public, and it is not very public
if it is not accessible for people with disabilities,”
Mr Withoff said.
The function rooms upstairs are now being
fitted with disabled toilets to complement the
existing ones on the ground floor.
These new facilities continue the Grand’s
reputation as the backbone of Warrandyte,
where the hotel has served as a safe place
for those in need, opening its doors to the
community during the 1931 floods, 1939 Black
Friday fires and subsequent bush fires in the
1950s and 1960s, this renovation will now
allow the hotel to serve all members of the
community.
The Grand is part of Warrandyte’s social and
community hub, with patrons ranging from
18 to 80 +year olds and from all walks of life,
installation of the lift will give seniors, parents
with prams and people with disabilities easier
access to the venue.
After the ribbon cutting, councillor Galbally
stated how the Grand was an example to all
businesses and urged others to look at ways in
which they can make themselves more inclusive
to our modern, diverse community.
“I encourage all local businesses to see how
they can improve accessibility so they too send
this message of welcome,” she said.

Enchoir raise their voices against domestic violence
By SANDI MILLER
THE MECHANIC’S Institute will play host
to a great night of singing, magic and
laughter, to raise money for the Luke Batty
Foundation.
The sell-out concert on July 29 will see
local choirs, Enchoir and Enchoir for Kids,
perform with a full band, alongside magician
David Cassy and singer/guitarist Jo Pearson.
The 40 voice adult choir and the dozen
children in Enchoir for Kids will be
performing a range of songs from Abba to
The Beach Boys to The Beatles.
Choir leader, Lucy Paris said the two-hour
show will also include a special comedy song
they have been preparing, along with a range
of awareness and fundraising activities to
support victims of domestic violence.
“We are in the process of collecting lots
of fabulous prizes for the raffle, we should
be able to raise a few thousand dollars, she
said”
The catalyst for the evening was when the
group was made aware of the project initiated
by Katie Noonan and Kate Ceberano, where
choirs from all around Australia come

Committed to caring
for all family pets

call 9844 3071
91-93 Melbourne Hill Rd

Yoga, meditation
& creative dance
Release your stress
Improve your well being
Calm your mind in serene
surroundings
Classes for adults & children

clinic@warrandytevet.com.au

5a West End Rd, Warrandyte

warrandytevet.com.au

bhavacentre@gmail.com

9844 1128

together wherever they are in Australia to
sing John Farnham’s song, You’re the Voice
as a protest against domestic violence.
Enchoir signed up for the virtual mass
choir which will link up with with around 150
other choirs around Australia including the
Choir of Hard Knocks at Federation Square,
and a 2,000 voice choir at the Queensland
Music Festival
Jonathan Welch, the conductor of the
Choir of Hard Knocks, has been running
workshops around Australia teaching each
of the choirs their parts.
“We thought why don’t we go a bit further
and put on our own fundraiser, because we
were getting ready to put on some sort of a
performance so we thought we would do it
on that night,” Ms Paris said.
The virtual mass choir performance will be
held just prior to the local event.
Tickets have sold like hotcakes with the
event, selling out within about two weeks,
however anyone wishing to donate prizes
or purchase a raffle ticket can contact Lucy
Paris on 0403 654 452
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03-98445081

Catch the free market Shuttle
Bus each Market Day
Market Bus Timetable
Departs Market (Bottom of Police Street)

8.30am

9.05am 9.40am

10.15am 10.50am

11.25am 12 midday

2nd Stop - North Warrandyte Pre School

8.35am

9.10am 9.45am

10.20am 10.55am

11.30am 12.05pm

3rd Stop - Warrandyte RSL Roundabout

8.40am

9.15am 9.50am

10.25am 11.00am

11.35am 12.10pm

4th Stop -Warrandyte Community Centre

8.45am

9.20am 9.55am

10.30am 11.05am

11.40am 12.15pm

5th Stop - Warrandyte Primary School

8.50am

9.25am 10.00am

10.35am 11.10am

11.45am 12.20pm

6th Stop - Warrandyte Footy Sports Pavilion 8.55am

9.30am 10.05am

10.40am 11.15am

11.50am 12.25pm

Last Stop - Market (Bottom of Police Street) 9.00am

9.35am 10.10am

10.45am 11.20am

11.55am 12.30pm

Please note: These are approximate times only and are subject to delays due to traffic and passenger needs.

Special thanks to:
WARRANDYTE

166 Yarra St

Join us this July for a
FRENCH DINNER BANQUET
at Cocoa Moon
Friday 28th & Saturday 29th
from 7pm

$45pp

WARRANDYTE

Ph: 9844 4100 www.warrandyteriversidemarket.com.au

Join us this
for a FREN
Dinner Ban
@Cocoa M
Friday 2
Saturday 2
from
7p
fr
$45pp
includes a
of wine

includes a glass of wine
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Warrandyte says “welcome",
refugees say “thank you"
Refugee Week bush dance brings two communities together
By LARA MCKINLEY
MORE THAN 80 newly-arrived
Syrians and Iraqis were welcomed in
Warrandyte last month at a Refugee
Week bush dance, run by two locals,
M e g B a i l e y a n d Ha n h T r u o n g .
The dance was held at the Warrandyte
Community Church and Ms Bailey said
it was “an opportunity for people to
share culture and connect with music,
food and goodwill”
“We thought it was a great way to
get everyone together and raise some
money — it was a wonderful experience.”
Syrian and Iraqi women ran cooking
classes for locals, who were able to
cook and share some beautiful Middle
Eastern food.
Local band Five and a Zac kept
everybody hopping and laughing, and
Australians had the opportunity to learn
a few Middle Eastern dance moves.
Ms Truong said the bush dance was
not just a social event but also a chance
to raise money to help the new arrivals

settle into life in Australia, for a cause
close to her heart.
“I am Vietnamese; I was one of those
boat people — I know what it feels like
— I have been through what the Syrians
are going through, I just want to give
something back, and maybe make some
new friends,” she said.
As the night went on, a wall of personal
messages was made with post-it notes —
sporting messages of welcome from the
Australians and messages of thanks from
the Syrians and Iraqis, some of whom
had been in Australia less than a month.
“Thank you for welcoming us to this
lovely country. Love to you all.” “Thank
you for everything. We are so happy.” “We
love Australia.” “Thanks for everyone.
Really, you are nice people. God bless
you,” were some of the messages left in
English and Arabic.
Th e Wa r ra n d y t e c o m mu n i t y
responded: “Your strength is amazing,
and you are most welcome in Australia.”
“I see in your eyes beauty, strength,

courage, love, wisdom and so much
heart. Thank you for dancing with me.”
“Welcome to our community and we
look forward to exchanging cultures.
Thanks for coming here.”
Father Samir Haddad, president
of the Australian Syrian Charity said
members of his community travelled
from Broadmeadows and Tullamarine,
as well as nearby Eltham, to come to
the dance and meet some friendly
Australians.
He said it really touched his heart to
see so many Australians helping his
community with no agenda but to be
welcoming.
“We are not from the same country,
the same religion or the same family,
yet Australians are helping us. It is part
of our healing process, to see this and to
see the children smile.”
All funds raised supported local
community group Welcome to Eltham
and the diaspora-led Australian Syrian
Charity.

Photos: GEMMA CARR

Scouts Norwegian adventure
ON JUNE 24 six scouts from the Warrandyte
Scout Group left for Norway to participate in
the world’s most northern Jamboree.
Taking place in Bodø, Norway the Jamboree
is within the arctic circle and at this time of
year the sun never sets.

For over a year the Scouts have been
preparing and fundraising for the physical,
emotional and financial challenge of travelling
over 14,000 kilometres; Chewy recognised
and thanked the support they have received
from local community groups.

Assistant Group Leader, Chris “Chewy”
Padgham, told the Diary the local Scouts have
been planning this trip since they heard about
it at the Sydney Jamboree in January 2016.

“We have received generous support from
both Lions and from the Warrandyte Market
— we view the Scouts we are sending as
magnificent ambassadors for both Scouts and
Warrandyte community,” he said.

“Scouts is about challenging our youth
members to achieve great things and
undertake grand life changing adventures,”
he said.

Prior to their departure, State Member for
Warrandyte Ryan Smith presented each of the
Scouts with a Victorian flag to present to the
host Scout troops in Norway.
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The mounting cost of ritual in modern life

By JO FRENCH
‘A habit I seem to have formed (and
can’t afford):
Each morning at eleven, a latte at
the same place,
At the same table, my own
inviolable spot
Downwind of the non-smokers.
Coffee. What a racket. I must be
nuts.
But I’m making an attempt to live,
you see;
I’m conducting an experiment in
living.’
An excerpt from the poem Equinoctial
written by New Zealand poet and
author, Geoff Cochrane.
When the credit card statement
arrives in the mail it takes a while
before I am brave enough to slide my
thumb under the envelope seal.
I have come to expect that the
numbers in the little box will be higher
than they used to be.
With a sigh I scan the details, hoping
that someone somewhere made a
mistake and it’s not really what it
seems.

Ritual — Small actions
repeated regularly.
This ritual uncovers another ritual
— coffee.
It’s not just mine, people the world
over partake in this one every day and
have done so for hundreds of years.
As I scan the list on the tri-folded
pages, I see the pattern, the rhythm;
this rhythm that links me to something
ancient yet is most certainly alive and
strong today.
Social media is evidence enough that
coffee is a vital part of life.
S c ro l l t h ro u g h I n s t a g ra m o r
Facebook mid-morning and someone,
somewhere will have posted a photo
of their morning latte — here they are,
once again, at their favourite cafe.
Have you ever stopped and listened
to people ordering their coffee? I work
in one of our local cafes, so I have
the opportunity to be part of these
conversations regularly.
I wonder if there is any other food
item ordered that requires so much
detail, has so many variables, and has
its consumers so particular.

When we order food from a menu,
we don’t usually tell the chef how to
cook it, but when ordering a coffee, it
seems we enter new ground, dictating
strength, size and temperature as well
as particular ingredients.
Almond milk, coconut milk, soy
milk, lactose free milk, skim milk, full
cream milk, (catch your breath here)
sweetener, honey, sugar, coconut
sugar, raw sugar, half strength, double
strength, yes I know it’s two shots but
can I have an extra one? did I mention
temperature? 64 degrees please, and
my friend would like hers extra hot,
but not boiling.
And we wonder why the queue takes
so long to move through.
Maybe they should put more staff on,
don’t they know it’s going to be busy at
this time of day?
As the customer we can be a picky
bunch.
Will we ever trust the barista? and,
more importantly, will we give him a
second chance? Surely he has one of
the most difficult jobs.
We want to chat with him while he

works, and still expect perfection and
service with a smile.
I was a barista once, but everything
has its season.
Driving into Warrandyte, I quickly
count 10 cafes before I hit half way.
I wonder how many I’d find if I took
my time and wandered the full length
of Yarra Street.
Maths isn’t really my thing, but all
those cafes and all those coffees —
that’s a lot of micro conversations
about espresso shots in a cup.
Melburnians are known for taking
their coffee very seriously, research
has us leading the country in coffee
culture, with the highest cafe visitation
rate than any other capital city. (Roy
Morgan Research, 2015).
According to the contents of
the envelope I just opened, I’m a
contributor to those stats.
I’m not quite a Cochrane, for it’s not
the same table for me every day, but it
is the same time.
The call is loud and the pull is strong
and we find ourselves adding the
coffee run to our to-do list.

Part caffeine hit, part comfort call,
the barista and his skill are part of the
rhythm of our days.
Some of us are our own baristas, with
our in-house coffee machines taking
pride of place on the kitchen bench,
all silver and shiny. It’s easier to get the
same seat at the same table that way.
Rituals, they connect us to the ebb
and flow of life.
They can anchor us in between
busyness, causing us to pause — even
for just a moment. There is comfort
in ritual, and often it is with the most
ordinary of moments that we create
something extraordinary that, if lost,
would be sorely missed.
Next month the same mail will come,
I will take my time opening it and I
will scan the folded pages in hope, as
I have done countless times before,
but to no avail.
“Coffee. What a racket. I must be
nuts.”

The misty morning Cocoa breakfast

dining
With BASIL FETTUCCINI
WHEN SIGNORE Fettucine is asked
by his partner and his padre to “take
us to the moon”, Signore Fettucine
will deliver — with no rocket launch
required.
With a thick fog rising about 8am
on beautiful Sunday morning and
the aroma of freshly brewed coffee
emanating from our incredibly popular
Cocoa Moon Café on the corner of
Yarra and Webb, this was clearly a great
way to start the day.
Best of all, the coffee hotspot’s
extensive breakfast menu offers a little
global culinary adventure.
Cocoa Moon’s master, Andres,
certainly has a well-drilled team rolling
out impeccable customer service and
a kitchen that clearly takes pride in its
offerings.
Dylan and Sam were splendid hosts
on this occasion — and clearly on
all other occasions given the recent
TripAdvisor 2017 Certificate of
Excellence accolade awarded to the

venue — as the three of us started
with a coffee.
Cocoa Moon has a stock standard
breakfast offering for those a little bit
more traditional in an Aussie sense —
choice of eggs poached, scrambled,
fried, and extras including bacon, hash
browns and so on.
Padre, being an old-fashioned
traditional kind of guy, went with the
poached eggs and bacon option; not
very adventurous, but he was certainly
happy with the result.
It’s the little extra touches Cocoa
Moon applies that make a very basic
option look exquisite; a delicate single
violet flower petal garnish, tasty fried
cherry tomatoes as well as three slices
of avocado with chive sprinkles on top.
Mrs Fettucine, preferring vegetarian
options chose the smashed avocado,
a little green machine of a dish
comprised of generous ripe avocado
smash with semi-dried tomato, spring
onions, feta and a drizzle of olive oil

served on thick cut sourdough toast
with two free-range poached eggs.
Then there are the international
offerings that take the Cocoa Moon
breakfast experience to a whole new
level of sophistication, variety and
scrumdidliumptiousness.
My choice was tough — is it the
Mexico-inspired corn fritter dish?
American-style pancakes? Or maybe
the French savour y brioche or
Philadelphia cheese steak slices and
hash browns?
In the end it was the Tunisian
chakchouka (north Africa) option
that proved irresistible.
This mini masterpiece looks as
good as it tastes with eggs poached
in a spiced tomato and pepper ragout
served on thick toast.
Cosy and contemporary in design,
great service, delicious food, it’s a no
brainer in figuring out why everyone
is flying to the Moon for brekky.

Delightful Cocoa Moon staff member Dylan prepares to serve
up a mini masterpiece for breakfast.

WINTER AFFARE $55
2 courses
including a glass of Olivigna Estate wine

54-56 Brumbys Rd, Warrandyte, Vic 3134, (03) 9844 4676 info@olivigna.com.au, www.olivigna.com.au
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Kings of Kangaroo Ground get their crown
By MICHAEL DI PETTA
LOCAL WINEMAKERS Ken King and
Chris Ramsay have reason to crack
a bottle in celebration, after two of
their wines received recognition at
the heralded Shanghai International
Wine Challenge.
The pair, winemakers at Kings of
Kangaroo Ground, earned a gold and
silver medal at the event, an incredibly
strong showing from such a small
winery.
The “Pedersen”, a 2015 Cabernet
Sauvignon was awarded a gold medal,
while the “Avondale” 2015 Shiraz
earned silver.
As one of only three Cabernet
Sauvignons Australia-wide to earn a
gold at the event, the “Pedersen” is
one of the duo’s finest wines to date,
and one that Ken King is extremely
proud of.
“What it goes to show is the way in
which we approach winemaking as a
craft, the tradition needs to be at the
forefront.
“There’s science involved but that is

in the background, it’s an art.
“If we were potters, or we were
knitting jumpers, we would be using
the same philosophy,” Mr King said.
The pair’s passion for their craft
certainly plays into their ability to
achieve such high quality and the
journey the two have taken is one they
can savour.
Mr King described how the pair
met and their passion in pursuit of
perfecting the “craft” of winemaking.
“We’ve known one another for
twenty plus years, we met at the local
winemakers club, the Eltham Amateur
Winemakers Guild.
“We are getting better as we
understand the craft, and the skies
the limit.
“It’s a wonderful thing to do, we hand
prune, we hand pick, and while other
people are huddling around the fire we
are out here in the vineyard,” he said.
As a small winery, Kings of Kangaroo
Ground retains a down to earth feel
despite their lofty achievements, and
manage to compete on the big stage

despite a stark difference in size to
other small wineries.
“We would certainly be one of the
most awarded small wineries in
Australia.
“The qualification for a small winery
is usually less than 500 tonne crush or
less than 250 depending on the show.
“We are a 15 tonne crush, so if small
is 500 tonnes, then we are micro.
“But at the end of the day we are
two blokes in a shed crafting the best
possible product we can; we’ve both
had previous careers and this is just
all about crafting good wine,” Mr King
said.
With the most expensive wine at
their cellar door sitting at $30, Kings
of Kangaroo Ground are hoping that
residents of Nillumbik Shire and
the Yarra Valley will recognize the
combination of value and quality the
winery provides.
“We are local, we are here to stay, and
the more our local people know that
we are here and making top end wine
the better,” he said.

All the buzz about beeswax food wraps
By DEBI SLINGER
AS THE WAR on waste hots up, there has been a drive
to seek out an environmentally friendly substitute for
cling wrap — and founder of Apiary Made, Celeste
Faltyn has a great alternative.
Along with a range of skincare products using
honey and beeswax, one of the most popular
products in her range are beeswax wraps which are
hand-printed and designed by Celeste herself.
Printed on the highest quality organic cotton and
hemp, the wraps replace cling wrap in almost every
situation.
You can pop them over a salad bowl, wrap up a half

avocado or with the new pouches, popping in herbs,
cheeses or perhaps some grapes.
A highlight was the recent endorsement by
Stephanie Alexander who premiered the wraps at
one of her recent events, happily sharing that she
uses the wrap every day to put her blue cheese in.
Celeste’s strong social conscience assures that
everything in her range is made of quality but also the
wraps are biodegradable which ensures zero waste.
So much so that once you’ve finished with them
you can just pop them into the compost.
The organic jojoba oil and beeswax create a natural
anti-bacterial environment keeping your food fresher
for longer, so also reducing your food waste.

Now employing up to five people who attended
several markets a week across Victoria, Celeste
continues to explore other ways of utilising honey and
beeswax to improve our daily lives.
Apiary Made have also committed to making a
change by starting Honey of Hope Project which
donates part of membership fees and 10% of profits
to Heifer International.

For more information on the product range
go to www.apiarymade.com.au

Recognition of the young Lions
Lions District V5 Leo Chairman Chester Allan was a special
guest at Warrandyte Lions end of year celebration recently.
He acknowledged President Jenni Dean with an award
recognising her for the formation of a young Lions club,
before presenting the Leos with their Certificate of
Organisation. There are 165,000 other Leos around the
world in 140 countries, all serving their communities.”

Please contact our president Jenni Dean 0401 963 583 if you are
able to assist us in continuing our valuable community work.
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Warrandyte Local: Julie The Cliffy is closing soon
And how important is that local
knowledge to running the IGA?

Prior to me taking over the supermarket,
I ran Daisy’s on Warrandyte, a café at
Goldfields. I got to know a lot of the
locals, a lot of faces. So when I did
take over the IGA, there were so
many I knew. That’s a great aspect of
Warrandyte, that everybody knows
everybody. I think it’s really important
for our family business—they know our
faces, they know us and we know them.
It’s a warm little environment. All our
staff know our customers and they’re
very endearing towards them. It’s a
great environment.

Diary TV have launched a brandnew program, Warrandyte Local.
Each month we talk to someone
from the communit y about
what they love about being a
Warrandyte Local.
This month we meet Julie Quinton
owner of Quinton’s IGA
Hi Julie, tell me a little bit about how
you got involved in the supermarket
industry, and how Quinton’s IGA
came to the community.

My late husband Brian bought this
business in January 2000. Sadly Brian
passed away in 2007 from pancreatic
cancer, and that’s when I stepped
in. Having had no experience in
the supermarket industry, I took on
the challenge of continuing Brian’s
legacy and continuing this on for the
next generation of Quintons. So, I’m
learning as I go.
How important is an independent
supermarket here in Warrandyte?

We’re a family operated store, with
family faces that all our locals know.
They know we’re approachable and
we bend over backwards to get in
all the products our locals need,
we understand their needs and
requirements and we’re continually
evolving to meet all those needs for
our customers and our community.

Tell me about your staff.

We have wonderful staff here. Some
fabulous people from Warrandyte,
and the majority of our staff live in
Warrandyte. That’s really important.
We have just under 100 staff at Quintons
and we really take some of the younger
locals under our wing. Many start here
when they’re 15 years old. We had one
guy recently who started here when he
was 15, working after school, and he
went away to university and became
a fully qualified engineer. He walked
away with long service leave after nine
and a half years at Quintons.
They become part of our family. The
team here are very much appreciated
and nurtured, and it’s a great learning
curve for them to launch them into
whatever career they choose.
What is it that you love most about
Warrandyte?

I’ve had a lot to do with Warrandyte
for many years now and I love being a
part of the community here. I socialise
in Warrandyte, visit all the local
restaurants, I love walking along the
river. I bring my little granddaughters
down to the river and they love it, it’s
just a beautiful environment and I
wouldn’t want to be anywhere else.
How is Quintons continuing to grow
and provide more for the community?

We’ve put in all new refrigeration, we’re

expanding our deli, opening up for lots
more cheeses and ready made meals…
all in preparation for our new kitchen
with a great, five star chef. Dave is going
to oversee meals that we’re doing and
helping make life easier for our locals.
The meals are pre-prepared for people
to order. It’s going to be an evolution…
we’re going to start out small and
hopefully we’ll continue to grow that.
It’s all about the sustainability and
longevity of our business. We have to
look at every aspect of what makes
us relevant to people’s lives here in
Warrandyte, and how we can continue
to grow and sustain the business and
sustain employment for our locals and
give back to the community because
that’s so important.
We’re continuing to evolve and look
at new trends. For example, our
vegetarian and vegan range. We’re
really opening up on that, we’ve
recognised that there’s a worldwide
trend towards veganism so we’re on
to it. We’ve been onto it for a couple of
years now and it’s growing. We’ve put
in new fridges just for our vegan range.
We want to continue to expand on it.
We’re trying to source more and
more ethical and humanely sourced
products, organic, allergy…there’s so
many people with intolerances and
allergies so we’re continually sourcing
new products.
Obviously the focus is always on
Australian products. If we can buy
Australian over imported, that’s what
we’ll go for. That’s one of things we’re
hoping to develop, maybe getting in to
the manufacture of locally produced
products. And when we do that, we’ll
ensure that all those products are
Australian and as ethically sourced as
possible.
To see Julie’s video, head to
http://bit.ly/DiaryTV

WE ARE CLOSING the book on the
2017 Cliffy Short Story Competition.
This is your last chance, as entries
will close on July 31, 2017.
The Cliffy — so named after
c elebrate d s cre enwriter an d
Warrandyte Diary founding father
Cliff Green — is accepting entries
of original, unpublished works not
longer than 1,000 words. (See entry
form below for details.)
The Cliffy winner will win a $200
book voucher; the winning work
will be published in the Diary

and the author will be given the
opportunity to read their entry at
Warrandyte Festival’s Grand Read
in 2018.
It’s not too late to put pen to paper.
By way of encouragement, we
repeat these words by American
novelist and short story writer
Stephen King (author of the
exceptional On Writing: A memoir
of the craft): “You can, you should,
and if you’re brave enough to start,
you will.”
So get your entries in now.

A WARRANDYTE KID

Life part 1
Growing up in Warrandyte when I was just a kid
Here is a little bit about what we did
No electricity or Tele, just a book or the radio on at night
We never missed what we had never had, it always just felt “right!”
Cold winters, open fire, burning bright
Mum and Dad sitting middle front, us kids to the left and right
As the fire died we all moved closer to keep some heat
All struggling to keep the warmth in our bodies and our feet.
Into a chilly horse hair mattress bed, no matter how many ex-army
blankets layered on,
Army Great Coats added, the nights were cold and long.
No central heating in those days, hot water bottles were the craze
If you were really well to do a kero heater would also do for you
We had none cos wood was cheap, and the army blankets would
help us sleep
The Dunny out the back, Kero lanterns shadowed light,
barely penetrated, the darkness of the night.
A Telephone book, toilet paper” on a nailed hook
Drop hole dug or pan empty “bury” once a week
We didn’t complain or out loud speak
Dig the hole down the yard, I was young and the ground was hard
We shared the chores, that’s what we did, when I was just a little kid
KFC
Frank Cahill

exte Closing
nde
d to date
July
31
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Half Mile Harvest album review and interview

review

By SAMMI TAYLOR
“THERE MUST be something in the
water here.”
At least that is what Josh Teskey, lead
vocalist of The Teskey Brothers, says
about Warrandyte’s ability to raise
great musicians — and produce even
better albums.
The Teskey Brothers, consisting of
Warrandyte locals Sam and Josh
Teskey, Brendon Love and Liam
Gough, are well known locally.
But their new album, Half Mile
Harvest, is sure to propel them to
great heights in the national soul and
blues scene.
The self-produced album, which was
recorded in the Teskey home studio
in Warrandyte, has been the subject
of industry hype and buzz — landing
a featured album spot with PBS and
receiving rave reviews online.
The album peaked at #1 on the 100%
independent AIR Chart and #18
on the ARIA chart after its launch.
Half Mile Harvest is a love-letter
to Motown, soul and blues. From
the opener, Crying Shame, to the
almost 12–minute long final song
Honeymoon, Half Mile Harvest is raw
and earthy, with crooning harmonies,
with a harmonica and a horn section
to boot.
Josh Teskey’s vocals are rich and the
blues permeate everything: the guitars
can criss-cross from energetic boogie
blues to a deep, swampy hum from
track to track.

The lead single, Pain and Misery, is all
feelings — and still fun — wrapped up
in lyrics about heartbreak and sounds
that are coming straight from the 70s.
Diary reporter Sammi Taylor caught
up with Josh Teskey to talk about the
new album, and how his home in
Warrandyte shaped its sound.
Josh, I loved this record. Tell me a bit
about how Half Mile Harvest came
to be.

We love old soul music and we love old
Stax records.
So this is just a record of original music
but we’re trying to do it in the vein of
that old style.
Everything has been recorded purely
to analogue, because we love using all
the old equipment.
We don’t use any computers, we
wanted to make this record seem like
it was out of that era, we wanted it to
look and sound like it was from that
70s Stax era.
How long have you been working on
the album for?

We worked on it for about a year.
We have our own home studio in
Warrandyte, so we spent the year
kind of on and off going in and writing songs for the album.

Once we had songs ready we’d put
them down straight on to tape.
I’m really interested in your recording
process, being in your home studio
and creating everything without the
tech that dominates music today.

We love it, what’s really cool about
recording to old school equipment is
that there’s less options and that’s a
little bit limiting in some ways, but it
also sort of frees you up.
We’ve recorded to digital in the past
and you just have so many options that
it can be overwhelming — sometimes
it can tinker and mess with the music
too much, and so it loses its soul.
We’re making soul music so we really
like it to be raw.
It takes a little bit more preparation too,
what you put down on the tape is what
you get, we really love that limitation
and we think it keeps it really real.
We’ve spoken a bit about how the
album sounds, but what is the album
about thematically and lyrically?

I guess it’s a heartbreak kind of album.
It’s about pain and misery, like our
single.
About missing people.
It’s something everyone can relate
to because you’re singing the blues,

you’re singing about heartache or
something that’s happened to you.
I think it doesn’t matter where you’re
from, we can all relate to that.
The recording process has been
described as a group therapy session.
It’s all the break ups and heartaches
that were going on at the time for all
of us. It’s definitely a southern soul
album, on the southern side of the
tempo.
How has growing up in Warrandyte
shaped you and your brother as
musicians?

We grew up here and we’ve been here
forever in the same house.
We love it, it’s a really great space for
us to record, it’s a really big part of
our album.
Being from Warrandyte, you know
there’s a lot of musicians that have
come from here? People like Ella
Thompson and The Scrimshaw Four,
we’re all musicians from the same spot
on the river you know? There must be
something in the water.
How has this leafy green part of the
world influenced the album?

It’s a really relaxed place to record —
not having that kind of pressure in the
city of getting in and out of the studio.

There’s something about having the
freedom to record when we want, we
can take a break and get some fresh
air, go down the river for a swim — it’s
definitely influenced the album.
You’re touring with Busby Marou at
the moment, and then touring this
album throughout July, you’ve sold
out three shows at the Corner Hotel
here in Melbourne, so that’s pretty
cool.

It’s so exciting, I can’t believe it! The
third one sold out and now there’s a
fourth.
What are you most looking forward to
about getting on the road?

I’m really excited about getting
interstate.
As a band, we’ve never been out of
Victoria to headline, this is the first
time we’re having our own show out
there.
It’s a challenge in itself so we’re doing
smaller venues, interstate, ‘cause
we’re still getting our name out, but
I’m looking forward to breaking the
ice out there.
It’s been a pretty big year this year.
[The album] is getting a lot of love. It’s
really lovely that there are so many
people really getting into blues and
soul music.

NEW WINTER MENU
AT

T H E

G R A N D

Take a break from the cold and come warm your cockles in The Grand! We have new menus for both
the Bistro and Public Bar which are inspired and influenced by the best and freshest local produce.



B O O K A T A B L E : G R A N D H O T E LWA R R A N DY T E .C O M . A U/ B O O K I N G S /

110 YARRA ST, WARRANDYTE

T (03) 9844 3202

INFO@GRANDHOTELWARRANDYTE.COM.AU



WWW.GRANDHOTELWARRANDYTE.COM.AU
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Grant gives boost
By SANDI MILLER
WARRANDYTE COMMUNITY Bank
donated $17,500 to the Warrandyte
CFA to install a fill point in Stiggants
Reserve.
Warrandyte CFA Captain, Adrian
Mullens says the fill point will allow the
brigades to draw water directly from
the Yarra during an emergency when
it is probable the mains water will be
insufficient to provide enough water
to effectively fight a large bushfire in
the area.
“The risk of relying on hydrants is that
the water mains will potentially run
dry, as was demonstrated very clearly
in the 1992 fires in Pound Bend when
Bradleys Lane did not have one ounce
of water in the mains; this gives us a
reliable water source and not relying
on Yarra Valley Water’s water supply”
he said.
Local brigades from Warrandyte,
North Warrandyte, South Warrandyte,
Wonga Park and Eltham held a
c o mb i n e d t ra i n i n g e xe r c i s e t o
demonstrate to the the bank’s board
and to the local community the benefits
this facility brings in enhancing
community safety.
“It’s going to be an added value to our
community in the event of a major fire
because we are able to fill four trucks at
a time, we have a good facility here with
traffic going one way coming in Police
Street and out Stiggant Street,” he said.
Captain Mullens said the area for the

fill point was chosen as it has facilities
such as a BBQ and toilets allowing the
reserve to be used as a staging area in
the event of a large scale incident.
In the past, local brigades have
established a fill point by throwing a
suction hose into the river under the
Warrandyte Bridge, however Captain
Mullens says access around that area
can be problematic.
“In the event of a major fire, the
traffic congestion at the bridge and
roundabout, as we can all appreciate,
is extremely heavy, this alleviates
this and makes it a safer working
environment for fireys,” he said.
C h a i r m a n o f t h e Wa r r a n d y t e
Community Bank Aaron Farr said
the Bank believed the granting of the
money was a great way to support the
volunteers as they go about protecting
the local community.
“The bank allocates $50,000 per year
towards the local CFA brigades, as
they are volunteer brigades, to assist
them both in helping their volunteer
members and the greater community
safety in the area.”
Captain Mullens also noted the
valuable contribution from Eltham’s
Station Officer Glenn Bosua for the
design of the drafting point “without his
help we would have been stumped”, as
well as Bernie Ebzery for construction
a n d Ma nn i n g ha m C o un c i l w h o
installed steps leading down to the
inlet on the riverbank and crushed
rock around the cabinet.

Photos: STEPHEN REYNOLDS
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to fire safety

Meet your new local fire chiefs
LOCAL CFA BRIGADES have elected
new leadership teams in North
Warrandyte, South Warrandyte and
Wonga Park.
Aaron Farr has taken the helm at
Wonga Park.
The Rush and Hampshire lawyer,
and chairman of the Warrandyte
Community Bank has been an active
member of the CFA for over a decade
after recently transferring to Wonga
Park from South Warrandyte.
As reported in last month’s Diary,
Trent Burris has donned the Captain’s
helmet at North Warrandyte following

the retirement of Mick Keating.
Nathan McDonald has been elected
1st Lieutenant at South Warrandyte,
the highest rank for a volunteer at the
integrated station.
Lt McDonald replaces Warren
Aikman who had been 1st Lieutenant
for some twenty years, serving under
three Captains prior to taking the
volunteer leadership after the brigade
restructure.
The trio were sworn in on July 1
and join Warrandyte Captain Adrian
Mullens leading the volunteer
firefighters in the four local brigades.

Lt Nathan McDonald Sth Warrandyte, Capt. Trent Burris Nth
Warrandyte, Capt. Adrian Mullens Warrandyte, Capt. Aaron Farr
Wonga Park
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New planning controls
to protect the
Yarra River Corridor
The State Government has recently introduced
changes to planning controls for properties in
the Yarra River Corridor. Manningham is one of
six councils affected by the changes, known
as Amendment GC48, which came into effect
in February 2017.
The new controls are part of a commitment by
the Minister for Planning to protect the Yarra
River corridor, by addressing the height of new
buildings and their distance from the river,
as well managing built form and vegetation
removal.
The planning controls have been introduced
on an interim basis until 31 January 2021.
A review by the State Government will take
place within 12 months of their operation. If
your property is affected by the new controls,
you will have received a letter from Council.
For more information visit
www.planning.vic.gov.au/yarra-river-controls
or call Council’s Strategic Planning Team on
9840 9133.

DIARY MINI ADS
CHAUFFURED TR ANSFERS
Arrive safely in style & comfort.
Airport transfer, parties, weddings.
City & suburb to suburb. Up to 6
passengers & luggage. Call Clive
for bookings 0412 556 801.

PORT DOUGLAS By The Beach
100m 2 Self Contained Units Pool
spa 2 bed unit & 1 bed with spa
BBQ area car space. kvanscoy@
tpg.com.au Call 0409 359 240.

TAXATION AND ACCOUNTING
• Taxation Return Preparation
• Electronic Lodgement Service
• Accounting & Business Consultants

SHOP 5, 35-37 DRYSDALE ROAD, WARRANDYTE
9844 2661 A/H 9844 2540

JOHN ROBERTS

and Associates

Certified Practising Accountants

WARRANDYTE
GLASS
All types of
glass, glazing,
mirrors, shower
screens

Terry Ryan
9879 0373

or
Mobile: 0418 369 294

bradley curtis

Quills at the ready
— a prickly tale is
feeling the love
By JO FRENCH
L O C A L AU T H O R , Ni e t a
Manser, has been shortlisted
for The Wilderness Society’s
2017 Environment Award for
Children’s Literature, in the
picture fiction category, for her
book Echidna’s Can’t Cuddle.
The Environment Award
f o r C h i l d re n ’s L i t e rat u re
is an annual award run by
The Wilderness Society that
celebrates books that promote
a love of nature in young people.
Wilderness Society National
Campaigns Director Lyndon
Schneiders said “this year’s
shortlist is filled with naturethemed books that children
will request to be read over and
over again.
“These are top notch books
by some of Australia’s best
children’s authors and are both
engaging and have a strong
environmental message.
“ The 2017 Environment
Award for Children’s Literature
shortlist has beautifully
illustrated picture fiction,
conservation hijinks and nonfiction books that will feed
children’s curiosity,”he said.
Since 1994, the Environment
Award for Children’s Literature
has been awarding outstanding
children’s books that promote
a love of nature and a sense of

caring and responsibility for the
environment.
Previous winners of the
Award include Tim Winton,
Jackie French, Colin Thiele and
Graeme Base.
The Diary caught up with Ms
Manser recently to discuss her
book and her nomination.
“It’s a real honour to be
shortlisted and to have my
name in amongst that circle of
authors,” said Ms Manser.
Th e Wi l d e r n e ss S o c i e t y
believes promoting a love of
nature in children is one of
the fundamental elements to
building a society that respects
a n d p ro t e c t s ou r u n i q u e
landscape.
Ms Manser currently works as
a teacher at Andersons Creek
Primary School, is a mother of
four children and passionately
believes that children learn best
through literature.
When asked about her writing,
Ms Manser said, “It had always
niggled at me that I needed to
write — that was my thing — I
just started plotting down ideas
and they became manuscripts.”
Echidna’s Can’t Cuddle was
published in May 2016 by Little
Steps Publishing.
The illustrator, Lauren Merrick
lives in the Blue Mountains,
NSW and although they have

By MICHAEL DI PETTA
NORTH WARR ANDY TE filmmaker
Thomas Baricevic has won the opportunity
of a lifetime, receiving the Lexus Australia
Short Film Fellowship (worth $50,000) to
produce his new short film, COIN.
The grant, which is the largest cash
fellowship for short filmmakers in
Australia, will give Mr Baricevic the chance
to produce a film that will premiere at The
Sydney Film Festival in 2018.
“I found out about the fellowship through
local film websites a couple of years ago,
and I submitted a project for 2016.
“I got shortlisted down in the last 20
for 2016, but I didn’t win and I was a bit
disappointed because we put a lot of work
in,” he said.
Despite the initial setback, Mr Baricevic
decided to enter again after reading a script
his friend, Cameron Moloney, had written.
“I didn’t have a script because I didn’t
want to submit last year, but then I
remembered he [Moloney] was telling
me about this feature film idea he had,
a young Sudanese teenager who works
at a supermarket looking for this magic
coin, and the story is based around him
finding it.
“I asked Cameron about taking his big
story and shaping it into a short film, I got
a team around me based in Flemington
called Happening Films and hooked up
with a producer, Janine Barnes.
“After I got her on board, we took the
script and shaped it into a 15 minute

thing, built this beautiful little package and
submitted it in April,” Mr Baricevic said.
Two months later, while he was picking
up his kids from school he received the call
informing him of his success.

After going up to Sydney to accept
the award, Mr Baricevic relished the
opportunity to rub shoulders with some
big names in the industry, but also
realised the scale of the project that he
was undertaking.
“If you aren’t a bit nervous it’s probably
not right,” he said.
COIN, is the filmmakers biggest project

NO JOB TOO SMALL

REC no. 6161

You can follow Nieta
on her Facebook page:
facebook.com/
nlmanser/

to date, from the moment he first heard the
story, his imagination was captured and he
could instantly visualise the idea.
“I just imagined this teenager with these
trolleys — he has this dream about owning
a farm with his cattle and for now the
trolleys kind of represent them.
“I was able to visualize this kid, and I’d
worked with a young Sudanese teenager
in the film that I made before called Hope
City, and immediately I saw him in the
role,” said Mr Baricevic.
Coming to Australia with his parents, as
a young kid from Croatia, Mr Baricevic’s
films have strong themes highlighting the
plight of migrants in Australia, of people
simply wanting to find a place in a new
culture.
“I came to Australia as a migrant, my
parents came out from Croatia when I was
a young kid and they had no money, didn’t
speak the language, but they found a way.
“Some of that difficulty or struggle that
they’ve gone through has gone into my
films.
“As an artist or filmmaker I believe there
is a social responsibility when I say I’m
going to tell a story because someone is
not represented or doesn’t have their own
voice,” he said.
Mr Baricevic hopes COIN will give him a
leg up in the industry, growing his brand
among his peers.
“It’s the biggest short film project I’ve
done and it’s a really good stepping stone
to get recognised,” he said.

SUPPORT OUR LOCAL TRADIES AND BUSINESSES

ELECTRICIAN

Phone 9844 2135

Schneiders.
“What a fabulous award it is
and I am very proud to have the
The Wilderness Society choose
my book,” said Ms Manser.
The winners will be
announced at 3pm, August 12
2017 at The Little Bookroom,
Carlton North.
All are welcome to attend the
event with drinks and nibbles
provided and a lucky door prize
that includes Echidnas Can’t
Cuddle.
The Diary wishes Nieta all the
best of luck with the judging
next month.

Local filmaker takes prize in short film fellowship

Domestic
Commercial
Industrial and Airconditioning Installation and
Maintenance all areas

Mobile 0418 333 979

never met, the partnership has
led to a very positive response.
“It was just flying out the door
from the distributor, and also
to schools and libraries,” said
Ms Manser. “It’s very exciting.”
Last year, Echidna’s Can’t
Cuddle was picked up by a
Chinese distributor and earlier
this year was translated into
Korean.
“The Korean script really
suits the illustrations,” said Ms
Manser, “they look beautiful
together — it’s been a really
exciting journey.”
“The Environment Award for
Children’s Literature plays a
critical role in celebrating books
that promote a connection
to our awe-inspiring natural
e n v i r o n m e n t ,” s a i d M r

Cameron Guymer 0408 348 180

Factory 28, 513 Maroondah Hwy Ringwood 3134
We have moved, but worth the extra klms!
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buzz about town
Event:
Place:

Diamond Valley Singers: The Mikado
Warrandyte High School Theatre, Alexander Road,
Warrandyte
When:
July 7–15
Time:
8pm each night and matinee Saturday July 8
Bookings: 9439 7843 or www.dvsingers.org
Info:	Join the Diamond Valley Singers and the Eltham Orchestra
for this wonderful complex satire, endearing characters and
the memorable songs of Gilbert & Sullivan.
Event:
Warrandyte RSL & Kellybrook Winery
Place:
Warrandyte RSL, Brackenbury Street
When:
Saturday July 15
Time:
4pm – 8pm
Contact: Bookings essential 9844 3567
Cost:
$5 per person
Info:	Warrandyte RSL and Kellybrook winery are pleased to bring
you a night of wine, beer and cider tasting. Cheese platters
available for purchase.
Event:
Place:
When:
Time:
Cost:
Contact:

Intermediate French
Warrandyte Neighbourhood House
Starts Wed July 19
1:30pm – 3pm
$160
bit.ly/warrnh or admin@wnh.org.au or 9844 1839

Event:
Warrandyte Senior Citizens AGM
Where: Senior Citizens hall, 2 Taroona Avenue, Warrandyte
When:
Thursday July 20
Time:
10:30am
Info:	Due to unexpected call for an early election of a new
president our AGM has been brought forward to enable
election of entire management committee for 2017/2018.
Your attendance would be greatly appreciated.
Contact: Margaret Termorshuizen 9844 3729
Event:
Feel the Beat!
Place:
Allwood Neighbourhood House, Hurstbridge
When:
Thursday July 20 and Friday July 21
Time:
7:15pm Thursday and 2:15pm Friday
Cost:
Free trial classes!
Info:	For the thirteenth successive year, African and Arabic hand
drumming classes. Classes cater for all ages. Beginners
welcome, drums supplied.
Contact: Annie on 0407 102 578

Event:
Place:
When:
Time:
Contact:
Info:

Yarra Valley View Club Lunch
Chirnside Park Country Club
Tuesday, July 25
12pm, booking essential
0438 625 556
Guest speaker Carolyn Morrisey, Australia Day in July

Event:	Greg Champion — and chosen members of the musical
community
Place:
Warrandyte RSL
Date:
Sunday July 30
Time:
4pm – 8pm
Info:	Entry free. Bands paid by donations. Cheese platers available
for purchase. Sausage sizzle at 6:30pm. All welcome!
Event:	Warrandyte Historical Society – AGM Presentation,
Best Ever — 40 Years of Warrandyte Festivals
Place:
Balcony Room at the Grand Hotel
Date:
Sunday July 30
Time:
2pm for AGM 2:45pm for presentation
Contact: 9844 4684 or 0447 693 561
Info: 	Jeremy Loftus-Hills will open proceedings with film and
photos, followed by talks from Claire Bloom and Cherie
Moselen. All welcome.
Event:
Place:
When:
Time:
Cost:
Contact:

Creative Writing
Warrandyte Neighbourhood House
Starts Mon July 31
7–9pm
$176
bit.ly/warrnh Ph:9844 1839 or admin@wnh.org.au

Event:
Place:
When:
Time:
Cost:
Contact:

Create the Home You Love
Warrandyte Neighbourhood House
Thursday August 3 — four weeks
7pm – 8:30pm
$89
bit.ly/warrnh Ph:9844 1839 or admin@wnh.org.au

Event:
Place:
When:
Time:
Cost:
Contact:

Wet Felting Workshop
Warrandyte Neighbourhood House
Saturday August 5
12pm – 4pm
$103
bit.ly/warrnh Ph:9844 1839 or admin@wnh.org.au

Event:
Place:
When:
Time:
Cost:
Contact:

Film Society – Shine
Warrandyte Neighbourhood House
Friday July 21
7pm for 7.30pm start
2017/18 Membership $50
bit.ly/warrnh Ph:9844 1839 or admin@wnh.org.au

Event:	A Sublime Sound Bath with David Jones and Carmen
Warrington
Place:
Warrandyte Mechanic's Hall
When:
Saturday August 12
Time:
7:30pm
Cost:
$30 full, $20 conc., $15 youth 10+
Contact: Lisa — 0401 167 223, warrandytemusic@gmail.com

Event:
Place:
When:
Time:
Cost:
Contact:

Nature Playgroup
Warrandyte Neighbourhood House
Fridays - Starts July 21
10:30am – 12pm
$99
bit.ly/warrnh Ph:9844 1839 or admin@wnh.org.au

Event:
Place:
When:
Time:
Cost:
Contact:

0438 426 106
Level 2, 541 Blackburn Road, Mt Waverley VIC 3149
Rear 246 Yarra Street Warrandyte VIC 3113
Ph: 8588 1117 Fax: 8558 1116 dyasonlegal.com.au

Carter
Art
Artistry in Iron
Functional products with
artistic qualities – hand
rails, screens, gates, house
hardware, handmade to
your design or mine

0418 357 282
NEIL CARTER

• Aromatherapy Massage
• Auric Magnetic Healing
• Journey Process Work
• Past Life Regression
• Sound Healing
• Meditation 7.30pm Wed’s

Contact Ahleeyah Grace

0478 711 247

beelovedessence@gmail.com
Pound Rd Warrandyte

Crochet for Beginners
Warrandyte Neighbourhood House
Saturday 12 August — three weeks
2-4pm
$83
bit.ly/warrnh Ph:9844 1839 or admin@wnh.org.au

painting &
decorating

WARRANDYTE’S OWN Dennis
Coard is performing in a oneman show at La Mama Theatre
in Carlton.
In Search of the Lost Coard
continues Dennis’ often
hilarious biographical
storytelling style, which many
will recall from The Fall of the
Roman Umpire which Coard
has performed numerous times
at the Warrandyte Mechanic’s
Institute, often in support of
local charities.
If Umpire is anything to go
by — his “laugh or you get your
money back” guarantee is a safe
wager.

CYRIL

Leasa Dyson

Andrew John
Managing Director

p: 0412 765 210
e: andrewjohn75@optusnet.com.au
w: fourwallspainting.com.au
Member of Master Painters Association No. 3993

Ring or Email for a No Obligation Free Quote

By PAUL WILLIAMS

Licensed Roof Plumbers
• Re-roofing & New Roofs • Gutterguard & Leaks
• Gutters & Downpipes
• Rainwater Tanks
• Skylights & Whirlybirds • Insulation

9844 3619 – 0411 267 490
selectmetalroof@optusnet.com.au
www.selectmetalroofing.com.au

A L L

W O R K

G U A R A N T E E D
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Shop on the Go
Try our new Mobile App

Free Home
Delivery
DURING JULY

DOWNLOAD OUR APP
Quinton’s SUPA IGA

QU I N TO N ’ S F O R Q UA LI T Y

402 Heidelberg-Warrandyte Road, Warrandyte VIC 3113 Ph: 9844 3089

quintonsiga.com.au
7am to 9pm Monday - Sunday
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Super Part 2: Super changes again

By WARREN STRYBOSCH

THERE ARE some major
super changes that come
into effect on July 1.
We have already discussed
the new $1.6 million transfer
cap with regard to a super
member’s pension.
This was covered in the
April Diary.
1. Concessional Contribution cap
of $25,000
Formerly, anyone under the age of
50 could contribute up to $30,000pa
and those 50 years and older could
contribute up to $35,000pa.
This has now been reduced to
$25,000pa for everyone regardless
of age.
Yo u h av e t o re m e m b e r t h a t
concessional contributions include
Superannuation Guarantee (SG)
c o n t r i b u t i o n s, t a x- d e d u c t i b l e
contributions (where you submit
an intent to claim form with your
super fund) and salary sacrifice
contributions.
2. Carry forward rule for unused
concessional contributions
Anyone who has a super balance
of less than $500,000 will be able to
place more than $25,000 concessional
contributions into their super fund if
they did not contribute the full $25,000
concessional contributions in a given
year over a rolling five-year period.
This change will start from July 1
2018. (See example : Jane)
In short, any unused concessional
contributions made over a rolling
five-year period can be used to top up
your super.
This will be useful for those who
cannot currently afford to place funds

into super but may be able to at a
later stage e.g. when school fees have
finished or business profits have
increased.
3. Self-employed and PAYG clients
can now claim a deduction
In most cases in the past, only the
self-employed who met the 10% rule
(not earning more than 10% of income
from being employed by someone
else) could claim a deduction for
contributions made into super.
Now, anyone up to the age of 75
will be able to claim an income
tax deduction for personal super
contributions noting that if you are
over 65, you will need to meet a work
test to make personal contributions.
Remember that when making a claim
for the contribution, these personal
contributions will then be considered
a concessional contribution and
cannot exceed the $25,000 cap. (See
example : George)
You must remember to lodge a notice
of intention to claim a tax deduction
with your super fund and inform your
accountant prior to submitting your
tax returns otherwise you might miss
out on claiming the contributions as
a deduction.
4. Division 293 tax threshold
reduced
In the past if you earned more than
$300,000 you would have paid 30 per
cent tax on concessional contributions.
From July 1, those earning more than
$250,000 will pay the 30 per cent tax
rate on concessional contributions.
Those who earn under $250,000 will
continue to pay the 15 per cent tax rate.
The definition of “income” for
Division 293 tax purposes includes:
•	taxable income (assessable income
minus allowable deductions)
•	total reportable fringe benefit
amounts
• net financial investment loss

•	net rental property loss
•	net amount on which family trust
distribution tax has been paid
•	concessional super contributions
made within the concessional cap
Those receiving more than $250,000

Example: George
George is an employed
office manager. His
employer contributes
$5,000 per annum in SG
contributions on his behalf.
George is keen to claim
a tax deduction for his
life insurance premiums.
In July 2017, George
purchases a life insurance
policy (death and TPD) in
super and makes personal
contributions to pay for
the $3,000 premiums.
Later he submits a ‘valid
deduction notice’ to his
super fund to claim the tax
deduction.

Example: Jane
Jane has $310,000 in
superannuation. From July
1, Jane and her employer
will make concessional
contributions of $10,000 for
a two-year period. In year
three, when Jane’s taxable
income increases due to
capital gains attached to
the sale of an investment
property, she will be able
to make tax-deductible
concessional contributions
of up to $55,000 without
exceeding the cap.
will need to discuss with their taxfinancial planner or accountant ways
to reduce income for Division 293
tax purposes to avoid paying the
extra 15 per cent tax on concessional
contributions made going forward.
5. Anti-detriment payments
abolished
In the past a super fund could refund
a member’s lifetime superannuation
contributions tax payments to the

member’s estate and the super fund
could receive a tax deduction for
making this payment.
This has been in place since the
1980s when tax on super contributions
were introduced but this will now
cease after July 1.
In all, the government has tried
to find a balance between raising
revenue by increasing taxes on high
income earners whilst at the same
time allowing low to middle income
earners to still receive concessional tax
treatment when contributing to super.
Regardless if you are a low, middle

or high income earner, the appeal of a
tax-free income stream in retirement is
still very appealing and I don’t believe
we will see a decrease in the amount of
contributions that will be placed into
super, even after these changes have
been implemented.
Even so, prior planning needs to be
considered to make sure the most can
be gained from these changes and to
avoid paying unnecessary taxes in
future years.
Warren Strybosch is a local who
provides tax, financial planning and
mortgage advice. He is married to
Joanna, and they have three lovely
children.
This information is of a general nature
only and has been prepared without
taking into account your particular
financial needs, circumstances and
objectives. While every effort has been
made to ensure the accuracy of the
information, it is not guaranteed. You
should obtain professional advice
before acting on the information
c o nt ai n e d i n t hi s p ubl i cat i o n.
Superannuation, tax and Centrelink
and other relevant information is
based on our interpretation and
continuation of law current as at the
date of this document. The information
contained in this document does
not constitute legal or tax advice.
You should seek expert advice in this
regard. Warren Strybosch, Find Wealth
Pty Limtied ABN 20 140 585 075,
Corporate Authorised Representative
No. 236815 of ClearView Financial
Advice Pty Ltd ABN 89 133 593 012,
AFSL No. 331367. Find Mortgage Pty
Limited ABN 66613 272 932. Corporate
Authorized Representative (No:
491592) of Connective Credit Services
(ACL No 389328). Find Accountant Pty
Limited ABN 57613578779. Tax Agent
No: 25488732

Open Space Precinct
Join us for a unique series of
creative focus groups over tea

In partnership with the community, Council is
developing an Open Space Precinct Plan for
Graysharps Road, Hurstbridge

Tell us what you value most in Nillumbik,
how those values relate to local culture, and
how you like to celebrate that culture through the arts.

We are seeking nominations for enthusiastic and
passionate individuals for a project reference group to
support Council planning this important plan.

Facilitated by creative consultants, Evi Van der Niet and
David Adams, these discussions will help inform the
new Arts and Cultural Plan 2018-2022.

This group will represent a broad range of interest areas
from the community and provide strategic guidance,
specialist knowledge and advice to meet the needs and
community expectations into the future.

Numbers are limited and RSVPs are essential.

Applications close Wednesday 19 July 2017.

For all dates and venues visit:

HACC Program for Young
People and Commonwealth
Home Support Program

Don’t forget this month is your last opportunity to view the
2017 Nillumbik Prize Finalists Exhibition at Montsalvat.
Come along and see these impressive works until
Sunday 30 July.
montsalvat.com.au

Council recently awarded Mecwacare the contract
to provide Commonwealth Home Support Program
(CHSP) to people over 65 years of age and Home and
Community Care Program for Younger People (HACC
PYP) services to residents who are eligible.
From 1 July 2017, Mecwacare will provide the
services currently being delivered by Royal District
Nursing Service (RDNS).
For further information visit nillumbik.vic.gov.au

www.facebook.com/nillumbikcouncil

A number of exciting events and festivals are
coming up throughout the Shire – add these to
your calendar.
HURSTBRIDGE WATTLE FESTIVAL
Sunday 27 August
DIAMOND CREEK ROTARY TOWN FAIR
Saturday 9 September

nillumbik.vic.gov.au/OpenSpacePrecinct

nillumbik.vic.gov.au/TravellingTeapot

Save the date
OPEN CELLARS OF THE ARTISAN HILLS
Saturday 14 and Sunday 15 October
PRACTICALLY GREEN FESTIVAL
Sunday 15 October
ON THE HILL FESTIVAL
Sunday 22 October
PET EXPO
Sunday 22 October
ELTHAM
MUDBRICK TOUR
Sunday 22 October
ROTARY ELTHAM TOWN FESTIVAL
Saturday 11 and
Sunday 12 November

@nillumbikshire

www.nillumbik.vic.gov.au
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Ask Carolyn
India by boat
What can I expect to see and experience
during a river cruise in the North East
of India? Jeremy — Warrandyte South
A river cruise in India allows to you see
places that are hard to reach by road,
while travelling in a comfortable and
leisurely manner.
As the journey unfolds, not only will you see
and experience some of this incredible country,
but also you can meet and get to know your fellow
passengers.
Travelling along the Brahmaputra River in
India’s north-east you discover a region rich in
history, Assamese culture with unique tribes and
villages, and natural beauty — especially near
Kaziranga National Park.
The Brahmaputra is one of Asia’s major rivers
— flowing about 3,000 kilometres from its source
to the sea.
This mighty waterway is the lifeblood of India’s
north-east.
The size of the river is unexpected — its vastness
often surprises people and leaves a lasting
impression.
An India river cruise has a gentle daily rhythm,
unhurried exploration and plenty of time to relax
and enjoy the scenery.
For amateur travel photographers, there are
plenty of opportunities for great photos.
Of course, there’s also the chance for casual
socialising with fellow cruise-goers.
Cabins are quite spacious, with a desk, luggage
rack, bedside tables, and a sitting area with chairs
next to French windows that look directly out
over the river.
Meals during cruises are a mix of Western and
Indian, allowing you to experience local cuisine,
but also giving you some familiar fare during
your voyage.
The sundeck is the place to be on-board,
with lots of private seats if you are after a
quiet afternoon, or chairs that are arranged to
encourage socialising.
Vessels have Wi-Fi in the saloon, as well as
games, books, DVDs and nightly documentary
screenings.
A briefing is given each night of the next day’s
activities.
Each cruise features a range of land excursions
that will show you India not as you expect it.
The small riverside towns and sites you
visit along the way are perfect for unhurried
exploration, a world away from the big name
monuments and tourist destinations found
elsewhere in India.
A river cruise in north-east India will allow
you to see a fascinating part of the world few
discover, in very relaxed and pleasing manner.
Carolyn Allen is the Manager of Warrandyte
Travel and Cruise.
Email: Carolyn@warrandytetravel.com.au

Nature's paradise
Intrepid traveller DEBI
SLINGER takes us for a
journey around Slovenia.
Bled is known as one of the most beautiful cities
in Slovenia with Lake Bled being the most wellknown natural attraction in the country.
Located 475m above sea level in the north-west
amongst the Julian Alps, this is a “must see” place
on your trip.
Only 55kms from the country’s capital
Ljubljana, you can easily make your way to Bled
via bus, car or train.
Or for those who like to cycle it offers an “up
close and personal” experience as you meander
to the town and meet the locals.
The emerald-green lake is around 1.4kms wide,
2.2 kms long, 30 metres deep with the town built
around the lake — literally.
Bled attracts a large variety of tourists from
honeymooners to backpackers and everyone
in-between.
You can stay in five star hotels, homestays,
Airbnb or hostels.
There is also an excellent campground with
modern facilities that attracts those who come
for the hiking, cycling, kayaking, rafting and
canyoning opportunities.
Bled is also known for its rowing, hosting
international competitions regularly, so keep
your eye out in the warmer months for the events.
The gracious swans and the traditional Pletna
boats silently cross the lake with the reflection of
the mountains around are perfect.

If you can, stay until sunset and snap some
iconic photos of the castle, the church and the
reflections on the lake you won’t be disappointed.
To circumnavigate the lake, you can drive
(clockwise only), bike ride, walk, (or for my
group) on a little train that hold around 40 people
with regular stops at designated locations.
In winter, the surface of the lake freezes and
snow is sprinkled across the entire valley,
creating a photographers dream.
Bled Castle was built in 1011 and sits high atop
a precipice on the north shore with stunning 360
degree views across the lake and valley.
Over the years it was expanded and fortified
for defence reasons and even survived a severe
earthquake in 1511.
The castle has been well restored and hosts
numerous cultural events in particular, the
popular Medieval Days — including visitors
dressing in traditional medieval costumes.
You can drive up to the castle with good parking
or walk from the lake up a well-paved pathway
which takes around 20 minutes.
There is a moat around the castle but today it
is filled with earth.
However, my imagination was able to create a
picture of what it would’ve been like 10 centuries
ago.
To visit the island in the middle of the lake,
you’ll need to take a Pletna boat which have
beautiful colourful awnings.
A Pletna is a wooden flat-bottomed boat with
a pointed bow and the stern has a wide step for
easy entry.
Propelled with the special “stehrudder”
technique, the oarsman stand and row with
two oars.
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These boats date back to 1590 and can transport
around 20 people at a time.
A Pletna oarsman is very respected job and
are mostly handed down through families from
generation to generation.
Bled Island has several buildings, the main one
being the pilgrimage church dedicated to the
Assumption of Mary.
Built at the end of the 17th century and
decorated with remains of Gothic frescos from
1470, the church has a 52m high tower with a
Baroque stairway from 1655 — “with 99 stone
steps leading up to the top.
Popular for weddings, there is a tradition
considered good luck for the groom to carry his
bride up the steps on the day of their wedding
before ringing the bell and making a wish inside
the church.
The church bell, made in the early 16th century,
is said to have come from the pope himself.
The story goes that he gave it to the church
after the original bell, sent to the island by an
inconsolable widow in remembrance of her late
husband, ended up sinking to the bottom of the
lake in a storm.
Now down to the good stuff – The Bled cream
cake known as “kremsnita” is a symbol of Bled
itself.
You can buy them across Slovenia but in Bled
they are simply the best and I encourage you to
try one.
A vanilla custard dessert that tasted much like
an Australian vanilla slice — but not!
I encourage you to put Slovenia on your hit list
of European countries.
It has so much to offer and its natural beauty
and friendly people are in itself a great attraction.
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Diary Goes Global

ANDREW MUCHOW took some time out of his FOWSP propagation
duties see the sights of Berlin and of course he took along his trusty
Warrandyte Diary.
Send your entries to info@warrandytediary.com.au with Diary Goes Global
in the subject line and be in the running to win a weekend away at Crystal
Brook Tourist Park.

182 Heidelberg–Warrandyte Rd, Warrandyte
Phone 9844 3637 Email info@cbtp.com.au

The only place to stay in
a cabin, in a caravan or
for a camping experience
Pool, BBQs, Camp Kitchen, Games Room & undercover
‘al fresco’ area
Pets OK (with pet friendly cabins in addition to sites)
We host local birthday parties!
Cost effective accommodation for visiting family or friends
Try before you buy – don’t buy a tent, come and try ours!
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Charter Bus from Warrandyte to Billanook daily
2017 College Tours
Wednesday 2 August - School at Work Tour
Saturday 2 September - Saturday Morning College Tour
Wednesday 11 October - School at Work Tour

An Independent, Co-educational School
in the tradition of the Uniting Church
Educating children from
Early Learning to Year 12

Reserve your spot now at www.billanook.vic.edu.au
Tel: 9725 5388 - 197 Cardigan Road, Mooroolbark

Warrandyte
Consulting Rooms
2 Trezise Street, Warrandyte
9844 3766 – 9844 1943

Proudly supporting the community since 2002

Coughs, colds or other winter ailments getting you
Proudly supporting the community since 2002
down?
When you are suffering from a cold, cough or chest infection
Coughs, colds or other winter ailments getting you
your breathing muscles have
to work lot harder, therefore
down?
they may become tight, tired or overworked.
When you are suffering from a cold, cough or chest infection
your
breathing
musclesosteopathy
have to workand
lot harder,
Come
into
Warrandyte
let ustherefore
help you
they may become tight, tired or overworked.

out!

We are
open 6 days a week, so either call us on 9844 2465,
Come into Warrandyte osteopathy and let us help you out!
go online to melbourneosteopathy.org and follow the
We are open 6prompts
days a week,
so either
call us on 9844 2465,
to make
a booking.
go online to melbourneosteopathy.org and follow the
prompts to make a booking.

Shop 2, 90-92
Melbourne
Hill Road
Shop 2, 90-92
Melbourne
Hill Road
Warrandyte,
3113
Warrandyte,
(Next
to Ruby 3113
Tuesday)
(Next to Ruby Tuesday)

New doctors
now taking new patients
Dr Andrew Perrignon
Dr Libby Rochstein
Dr Esther Ko
Dr Paul Proimos
Dr Irina Fast
Dr Ashraf Zakhary

Dr Gail Dixon continues to see her regular patients
OPEN
Monday to Friday – 9am to 5.30/6pm
Saturday – 9am to 12pm
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Barak’s account of meeting Batman

By JIM POULTER
WILLIAM BARAK is the most famous
of all Wurundjeri leaders and we can
claim him as a local, he was born in
September 1823 at Brushy Creek near
the Yarra River in Wonga Park.
This suburb was named after Barak’s
cousin Simon Wonga, whom he
succeeded as Wurundjeri leader in
1874.
Barak and Wonga were both present
at the historic meeting with Batman
on June 6 1835 —Barak was almost 12
and Wonga almost 14.
Batman claims to have negotiated the
purchase of land occupying present
day Melbourne at this meeting.
Ever since then, there has been
controversy about where the “treaty”
meeting was really held. The Merri
Creek near Rushall station has long
been the political front runner, but
it should be noted that Merri means
“rocky”.
About five years ago I was shown a
document dictated by William Barak
in 1888.
At that time, he was almost sixtyfive, feeling unwell and fearing he
would die.
The document focussed on the
me eting w ith Batman and the
influence of William Buckley on tribal
thinking, which I spoke about in last
month’s edition.
I read the document and could
hardly believe my eyes.
I asked the librarian if she understood
its implications, which she did not, I
then explained some of them to her.
The problem was that unless you had
some understanding of the traditional
Aboriginal mindset, it would all just go
over your head.
I therefore took a copy of Barak’s
document and began to tease out these
hidden meanings.
After this I carefully studied Batman’s
journal, which purported to be a daily
account of his six days in Melbourne.

I also studied his report to Governor
Arthur.
Apart from some stark discrepancies
between the two documents, it was
again helpful to have some knowledge
of Aboriginal culture to identify some of
the spurious claims made by Batman.
Eventually I had to reconcile the
differing accounts by Barak and
Batman, and of course I preferred to
believe Barak’s account.
He was after all a man of impeccable
character and integrity, whereas
Batman was a proven liar, braggart,
swindler, womaniser and murderer
— but apart from that he was a good
bloke.
Take for example Batman’s claim
that in each of the first four days, he
walked 30 miles before meeting the
Wurundjeri.
That is 120 miles in four days and not
even a fully fit army commando would

be capable of such a feat.
Batman at that stage had tertiary
syphilis and was dead four years
later, he actually spent the last year
of his life being trundled around in a
wheelbarrow.
So let’s throw his diary to one side
and look at what Barak said.
Batman had brought seven “Sydney
blacks” with him as guides and
interpreters, but strangely never
mentions them when in Melbourne.
Barak on the other hand tells us that
Batman gave his Sydney men a couple
of bags of potatoes and told them
to make contact with the locals and
arrange a meeting.
“Batman sent some potatoes to the
camp of the Yarra blacks.
“Then the blacks travel to Heidelberg”.
Barak then explains that the Sydney
men were told at Heidelberg that the
Elders were meeting further up the

Plenty River and they would be there
the next day if they wanted to meet
with Batman.
Barak of course did not refer to the
Plenty River by that name, he referred
to it by the translated Woiwurrung
name, saying: “All the blacks camp
at Muddy Creek” —
Kurrum was the original
name of the Plenty River
and this word means
“muddy”.
So the meeting was on
Muddy Creek not Rocky
Creek.
It is instructive that
Gellibrand, the lawyer
in Batman’s syndicate, is
the person who named it
the Plenty River.
He also confirmed
that it was indeed where
Batman’s meeting was

held.
You will recall in the first of these
articles I talked about Songlines.
This knowledge of Aboriginal
geography was instrumental in being
able to reconstruct Batman’s real
itinerary, not the phony one in his
diary.
To Batman’s Sydney guides the
landmarks and features along the
Songlines would have stood out like
neon lights.
When the ship docked at the William
Street falls, they simply followed the
Songline up William Street, past the
law courts and Victoria Market to the
Royal Melbourne Hospital.
There the Songline split into three,
Flemington Road, Sydney Road
and across Melbourne University to
Heidelberg Road.
Once they made contact at
Heidelberg the Sydney men returned
to get Batman and guide him to
Greensborough.
After the meeting, they returned by a
more direct route.
One of the few accurate journal notes
Batman made was that to get back to
their ship they walked “twelve miles in
a south-west direction”.
If you have a look at a map, you can
see this was the Plenty Road songline.

FACES
JACK POOLE
WHERE DID YOU GROW UP?

North Warrandyte
WHAT IS YOUR FAVOURITE MEAL
AT THE GRAND?

Short Rib Red Curry
WHAT FOOTBALL TEAM DO YOU GO FOR:

Collingwood
BARTENDER - 18 months

FAVOURITE DRINK:

WHAT’S YOUR BEST MEMORY OF THE GRAND?

FAVOURITE SPORT:

Working Oaks Day

Football

WHAT’S YOUR FAVOURITE THING
ABOUT WARRANDYTE?

WHAT DO YOU LIKE BEST ABOUT THE GRAND?

Beechworth Pale Ale

The Good People

The Yarra River
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Voting for change with our hip pocket

By RevBECCA LEE
PURCHASING TRENDS change
what’s available on the shelves of
supermarkets and we all cast our votes
every time we buy something.
Where demand lies, supply follows
If our spending can shape the market,
then we consumers can change the
world.
Sometimes becoming more eco
conscious is simple, as certain actions
align with some of our other social
values or preferences.
But sometimes they don’t, very few
people will give up everything they
love for the planet, but most of us do
want to do something — that’s a great
place to start.
Last month I explored the
consumption of animal products,
and the heavy environmental impacts
of that industry.
I understand that reducing meat
consumption seems unfathomable to
some, so this month let’s look at some
of the simpler things we can do to be
kinder to the earth and benefit the
future of humanity.
Where does your food
come from?
Many of us already like to source fresh
produce that is grown locally, as we
prefer to support our local businesses,
and the Australian economy.
Home vegie gardens, local farmers’
markets and food co-ops are thriving,

nature

with more and more people also
wanting to avoid foods sprayed with
herbicides and pesticides.
A side benefit of locally grown
produce is that the reduction of
transport required to deliver produce
(known as “food miles”) also reduces
carbon emissions.
Energy use relating to refrigeration
of fresh fruit and veg is also reduced
or eliminated by buying from local
farmers — eating what is “in season”
within our regional climate is a great
way to keep it local.
Food wastage is a major source of
methane emissions from landfill sites;
composting food scraps can be a great
way to nourish your vegie garden,
while reducing these emissions.
Importantly, compost needs to be
turned every week, to allow oxygen in;
If not, methane-producing microbes
become active in anaerobic (no
oxygen) conditions, just as they do
in landfill.
Reduce, Reuse, Recycle
After years of this mantra, most of
us are pretty good at recycling our
rubbish, the biggest issue is often
working out what should and what
shouldn’t go into the recycling bins
(look this up on the local council
website).
But we are still not so great at reducing
consumption, or reusing things.

Apart from excess packaging, we
don’t often consider wasted resources
when we purchase.
How often are we really going to use
that thing? If not very often, we could
consider hiring or borrowing one
locally instead.
Perhaps we can buy a second-hand
one, then pass it on afterwards.
Unlike some other parts of the
world, Australia has not fully jumped
on board with the sharing ideology of
“collective consumption” yet, despite
Time Magazine calling it one of the 10
ideas that will change the world.
This concept will reach the Uberesque critical mass at some point
soon and we will see a great leap
forward, with an online platform for
local sharing economies within the
next few years.
Let’s be honest, there are times when
we — women at least — just feel like a
bit of retail therapy, we can avoid the
“fast-fashion” industry, and seek out a
unique piece (or bag full) of pre-loved
clothing at the Op Shop, or on the
Warrandyte Secondhand Page.
When we recycle clothing, we reduce
the energy and water consumption,
pollution and land-clearing impact of
the textiles industry.
Rather than encouraging wage
exploitation of people in developing
countries, which is usually the method
of producing “cheap” clothes and

appliances for mass consumption,
we can instead give that money to
charities through op-shopping.
You are not just a number
Western capitalist society is not
designed to encourage this sort of
consumer.
The ideal citizen seems to be one
who spends all their hard-earned
cash in our retail economy, constantly
trying to keep up with the Joneses.
Life becomes an endless pursuit of
happiness, chasing your tail hoping
the next purchase will give you that
satisfaction you are longing for.
But material things very rarely bring
lasting fulfilment; how quickly the
“new car” or “new phone” feeling
wears off these days!
We have seen powerful ethical
swings effect real market change, for
example through the mass boycotting
of cage eggs.
Conscientious consumers are now
prepared to spend more for better
treatment of animals; many people
choose recycled or sustainably sourced
paper to avoid the destruction of our
native forests, or elect to support
renewable energy ahead of coal power.
More and more of us are taking
responsibility for the future — and the
more numbers creating demand for a
higher standard, the more the market
will supply that standard.

Where to start?
We mere-mortals do struggle
to adjust our behaviours, like
remembering to take our green bags
into the supermarket.
How about practicing other things
that can prompt us to reduce waste, like
getting a quality refillable pen, a nice
drink bottle, and some rechargeable
AA or AAA batteries?
Check out how good you feel and
for how long after spending $100 at
the op shop.
Grow some organic vegies at home,
picking as you need avoids waste and
gardening is good for our health by
reducing stress levels.
Consider borrowing that random
tool rather than buying one next time
— I’ve just joined Peerby, and hope
that you locals hit me up for a lend of
any of the excessive “stuff” I have.
I find that purchasing consciously
and congruently with the future I want,
brings me a greater sense of fulfilment
than anything I might purchase for a
short-term gain.
For more information on
how to lighten your carbon
footprint, get on board the
Victorian Governments new
“Take 2” program.
www.take2.vic.gov.au

Wildlife and rare plants at Rifle Range Reserve

by LINDA ROGAN
HEARING THAT Parks Vic rangers Cam
and Bernie would be guiding a Friends of
Warrandyte State Park (FOWSP) planting
in June, I forsook my usual weeding day at
Frogland.
The activity was held on Rifle Range Reserve
west of Buttermans Track between Smiths
Gully and Christmas Hills.
This reserve is part of the Warrandyte
Kinglake Nature Conservation Reserve that is
an essential wildlife corridor for animals such
as the brush-tailed phascogale (tuan) and the
superb lyrebird.
The rifle range was a site for military weapons
training in WWII and later used by a rifle club.
Parts of the reserve have been logged and/
or grazed and one section was managed
by Melbourne Water for some time as the
catchment for a proposed Little Watson Creek
Reservoir, a plan that has been dropped.
In late winter and early spring the area near
the Rifle Range Road is one of my favourite
venues for photographing wildflowers.
But winter is the time for planting and with
these experienced and knowledgeable rangers
many gems of local knowledge would be
imparted.
The work site on this day was a poorly treed
section of the reserve abutting Kinglake
National Park and our work extended areas
planted in previous years.
At least two species included in the overall
project are rare and endemic to Victoria.
Large-leaf cinnamon wattle
One is the large-leaf cinnamon wattle that
is found from Woori Yallock to Northeast of
St Andrews.

Some planted earlier can be seen in the photo
of the hillside.
They are unlike the cinnamon-wattles found
in the Warrandyte area; the large-leafed have
larger and broader leaves with multiple flowers
stems coming from the base of each leaf.
It is the showiest of wattles when in bloom in
late winter to spring.
All was not well with the previously planted
wattles as some had broken limbs and bark
stripped by deer antler-rubbing or had tipped
over when tree guards were removed.
Where possible these were saved.
Fortunately there is another part of the
reserve — sign-posted as “Scentbark” — where
20 large-leaf cinnamon-wattles were planted in
2011 in an area fenced to exclude deer.
These saplings are healthy and are covered
with buds.
At the time of this earlier planting, the species
had been reduced by deer browsing to a single
plant in Rifle Range capable of producing seeds.
Green scentbark
The “Scentbark” signpost marks the area of
the second rare and endangered plant.
Only two large individuals survive here and
are believed to be the largest/oldest remaining
green scentbarks to be found in the world.
These trees grow up to 20 metres in height
and the young bark is aromatic when crushed.
Trays of this vulnerable eucalypt were
amongst the indigenous plantings on this day.
Can there be any better way to learn about
nature and the local environment than assisting
as a volunteer?

Small-leaved clematis buds are swelling
Buds are already swelling on the clematis
vines and in July plants will be covered with
blooms.
Flora of Melbourne reveals that this was a very
useful plant to Aborigines.
Young roots were eaten raw and the tap root
was cooked and kneaded to make dough.
Root fibres were also used for weaving.
Leaves were used for skin irritations but could
also cause blisters and fumes from crushed
leaves were inhaled to relieve headaches.
Also the stem base was used as a haft for axes.
In Frogland clematis is planted along the
fence to make it visible to startled kangaroos.
What a useful little plant.
A trim little greenhood
The trim greenhood is one of the attractive
greenhood orchids likely to be seen in bushland
reserves close to Warrandyte just now.
To be sure of its identity, you may need a
close-up look at the labellum or tongue.
Both flowering and non-flowering plants
have a ground hugging rosette of leaves and
can multiply by tuber reproduction as well as
by seed, thus forming large colonies.
As winter progresses a range of orchids and
wildflowers will emerge.

Photos clockwise from top right:
trim greenhood orchid, large-leaf
cinnamon wattle, small-leaved
clematis, volunteers at Rifle Range
Reserve, green scentbark.
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A gardener’s winter: planting and pruning

By KATHY GARDINER
WINTER. RAIN, cold days, gumboots,
fires in the hearth, the ruby colour of
winter foliage.
Rubies, the birthstone of July, are
considered the king of gems and
represent love, health and wisdom.
It was believed wearing a fine
red ruby bestowed good fortune on
its owner.
Rubies in the garden are the rose
hips, lilly pilly and cotoneaster berries,
grevilleas, the puff of pin cushion hakea
flowers.
The ruby foliage of leucodendron
“burgundy sunset” is stunning in a
winter Warrandyte garden.
It is a high impact plant with striking
dark burgundy foliage (almost black)
setting off the rich deep burgundy
flowers.
It is flowering now, providing often
much needed winter colour and drama
(for indoors too); it makes a fantastic
hedge, growing 2.5m x 2m, needing
little care and attention and rewarding
neglect with a stunning show.
Nandina domestica, the Japanese
sacred bamboo, is also a fantastically
easy plant to grow, which has so many
qualities — its foliage, its flower and
its fruit.
The bright ruby berries develop from
green to red from autumn to winter.
Nearly every correa in the garden is
flowering, providing rich pickings for
the nectar junkie native birds.
A gorgeous correa to look out for is
correa pulchella “pink mist”.
It is a compact evergreen shrub with
light mid pink flowers and leaves of
grey green but paler beneath, flowering
continually now until spring.
A lovely addition to your garden and
it blends beautifully with our Australian
bush backdrop.
Its nectar-rich, tubular flowers will
attract many birds to your garden.

wellbeing

It prefers full sun but, will tolerate part
shade and requires well drained soil,
will tolerate moderate to heavy frosts
and is drought tolerant.
Another correa is of course, the
dependable correa “white alba”.
It is a shrub native to Australia; it
grows to 1.5 metres in height, has
reddish-brown hairy new growth.
The leaves are a gorgeous grey/green
colour.
The white, or occasionally light pink,
four-petalled flowers usually appear
between mid-autumn and early winter.
Drought tolerant and easily pruned
with the hedge trimmer and therefore
great for hedging.
The experts say the pruning of roses
should have been done by now (Queens
Birthday weekend actually), but it is still
not too late.
Some of my roses are still having their
last hoorah of flowering and the rose
hips are still looking gorgeous as well so
personally I like to put off the pruning
for another couple of weeks.
I generally buy a new pair of secateurs
for my annual rose pruning or it is on
my wish list of birthday gifts.
Good quality pruning equipment is
preferable but as I so often misplace
them in the garden when I get
distracted, spending a lot of money on
a new pair of Felcos is an overkill for me.
As long as you keep your secateurs or
other gardening tools clean and sharp,
you may not need to replace them too
often.
Tools should always be disinfected
after use, either in household detergent,
bleach or Dettol, to prevent the spread
of disease.
A regular rub over the blades with
steel wool to remove the gummy sap
from plants is also a good idea.
The usual reason for pruning is to
improve the appearance of a plant that

has become untidy and misshapen.
Other reasons for pruning are to cut
out diseased, dead or damaged parts
of plants, and to improve the flowering
and fruiting.
Hybrid roses are best cut back each
year so they produce healthy new
growth on which flowers perform well.
This is sometimes done with a hedge
trimmer in my garden as it is a quicker
and less prickly way of getting the job
done.
Fruit trees, either newly planted ones
or mature ones, need some pruning
now to produce fine fruit.
Sometimes it is hard to tell if a plant
that is brown and has lost its leaves
is dead or going to recover or just a
deciduous plant.
Especially at this time of the year —
if you are unsure as to whether a plant
is dead or alive do these things to check
for signs of life.
•	Bend the branches, if they are
flexible, chances are the branch is
still alive — if it snaps, it is probably
dead.
•	Scrape the bark of a leafless stem
or twig using the blade of your
secateurs or your fingernail — if
you reveal green beneath the
brown, there is still some life.
•	When cutting back dead growth,
look at the cut surface — if it is all
brown, you may not have cut back
far enough — cut back until you see
green tissue.
Whether you have “rubies” or “pearls”
(the camellias, the snow drops, the
dewdrop laden spider webs) in your
garden you will always be rich, you just
need to get out there and look for them.
You know the world is a magical place
when Mother Nature grows her own
jewellery.

Connecting our life force energy

By AHHLEEYAH GRACE
WE ARE INTO the cold month of July
and could need some extra nurturing
to rejuvenate our body, mind and
soul.
It’s important to feel our life force
energy, it’s the chi that flows through
us and helps us feel healthy, whole and
vibrant when we have been in stressful
situations for a long time, and regain
our strength by purposefully and
intentionally replenishing this energy.
The middle of the year is a great
time to recharge your batteries, and
to kick start the rejuvenation process
by asking ourselves a very simple
question — Who am I?
This age old question helps us to
connect with our deepest parts.
Introspection can uncover parts
of ourselves that may have become
shutdown and resisted in the past.
We are unique, so it’s important to
choose the way that most resonates
with you.

We can achieve this by participating
in storytelling, ritual and ceremony.
By storytelling you recount the
journey that has brought you to this
moment, to uncover past trauma that
you may be holding within and then
revealing the treasure that was hidden
within the experience.
This can shine light on the darkness
and in knowing your truth, you can
find balance and understanding which
enlightens and helps to empower you
moving forward.
We also connect with our ancestral
wisdom which helps us understand
at a deeper level why things unfolded
the way they did.
When in a higher perspective we
detach from the drama and reclaim
our unique being-ness, our essence,
remembering who we truly are; love,
whole and complete.
A way to honour our journey of
awakening and transformation is to

create rituals and ceremonies that can
anchor our maturation and celebrate
our new found freedom.
Harnessing the power of ritual and
ceremony can help us to dedicate time
and space to connect with our inner
self and can be achieved in a way that
works for you.
This can happen through the
assistance of a trusted guide or mentor,
a group of like hearts or you can create
your own sacred space and connect
with your etheric guides and angels.
A ritual is usually something you do
regularly in your everyday life that can
help you find balance.
Ceremony is usually more formal
and takes place on special occasions
such as time of rites of passage.
The combination of ritual and
ceremony can be powerful and help to
celebrate where we are on our journey
and encourage us to continue to be
empowered.

Examples of the use of ritual and
ceremony are:
•	Celebrating the completion of
a creative project by lighting a
candle
•	A time of contemplation/gratitude
•	Listening to music
•	Prayers/affirmations
•	Enjoying a meal by yourself or with
others.
Another powerful way to help reclaim
our life force energy is incorporating
modalities such as meditation, yoga
and tai chi into your weekly rituals.
Also incorporating the powerful
connection of nature which can be
done through connecting with the
earth, plant and animal energies either
physically or through visualisation.
What rituals, ceremonies and
practices can you create that rejuvenate
your life force energy?

Ahhleeyah Grace specialises in family
wellbeing mentoring with over 25 years’
experience working with families from
both country and metropolitan areas in
Australia and New Zealand.
She draws on her science, natural
health and intuitive healing training
and experience to bring a holistic
approach to mentoring individuals and
families to achieve health, happiness
and harmony.
Ahhleeyah naturally inter-weaves her
abilities to tune in and guide people
on their healing journey with ease
and grace.
She offers an integrated holistic
nature based approach that is unique
to each individual and family.
Ahhleeyah is passionate about
community too and is always looking to
get involved in cooperative projects that
help the environment and community
to thrive.
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Beautiful Women: Part 2 – Crystal

true stories
Arthur Watson is a 97-year-old
Warrandyte resident.
He served in the RAAF in
World War Two and later was a
mechanical engineer until his
retirement, designing cars for
General Motors Holden.
Arthur is also a prolific
storyteller and we are privileged
to be able to offer you some of
his true tales in the Diary over
the coming months.
GAIN OVERSEAS, I had time to
adjust to Nan’s latest romance.
The war was over; men were
being flown back to their homes.
I was eager to do that but my
uncle, Squadron Leader Jaffer
was given the responsible position to bring
back our prisoners of war.
I agreed to help.
It took three months to clear, many too sick,
never to return.
At the end of 1945 I arrived home.
My mother opened the door and asked me
who I was.
She did not recognize me, away for six years,
not a boy any longer but a man she had to
bring up again.
My two brothers were home both enduring
combat illness.
But it was great back home with the family,
with war mates — and a civil lifestyle.
On leaving the war area a mate, Bill, asked
me to ring his father, let him know that he was
well and should be home within three months.
He was one of many who stayed back to clear
dangerous ammunition dumps.
I rang his father, gave him the message and
was invited to a birthday party on the coming
Saturday evening.
I was getting into the swing of this new
lifestyle.
Saturday, I arrived at 103 Hill Street North,
North Adelaide, greeted at the door by Bill’s
father who introduced me to a few guests and
left.
Many friends were invited to this birthday, it
was going to be a big night for someone.
I moved about mixing with guests.
I sat down and looked around the room
looking for a partner.
I saw a statue — a real live one of beauty.
Standing with two girls, this smashing young
goddess standing tall wearing a long blue and
white spotted evening gown.
Her hair was top side, wearing a choker, two
long drop ear rings, matched with a sparkling
wrist band and matching hand bag.
Who was this girl?
No that did not matter.
This was my prize, do something.
She had left the two girls and was now
standing alone.
I stood up and walked up to her, stood firm
with a full-frontal face and said in a strong
voice: “I want to marry you”.
She did not speak.

“I want to marry you”.
Now I feel a fool just standing there.
She moved her head close to mine and said
you are mad, very mad, then planted a light kiss
on my forehead.
We stood together for some time and she said
please come with me.
We walked to the kitchen and she introduced
me to her mother.
“mum, this man wants to marry me, he has
asked me twice tonight.”
“Sorry young chap she is married.”
We stood and made light of it, we all laughed.
We left mother and walked back into the
ballroom and sat down.
“Who are you and what is your name.”
I told her and said the son of Bill the man
giving the party ask me to pass on a message
saying he would be home soon.
“Oh that is my brother.”
“Then you must be Crystal.”
“Yes, I am and the party is for me.”
Now it all makes sense.
We shook hands for the first time.
Bill Senior called all for dinner.
The table set was a dream; birthday cards,
bon-bons, cards, streamers and a beautiful
birthday cake that almost touched the ceiling.
Her father opened the party with a few
welcoming words, then gave a great speech
wishing Crystal all the best for the future giving
her the key of the house.
Crystal responded with a very nice thankyou
mother and father.
A sea food dinner followed: fried whiting,
oysters, prawns with a crayfish top up.
The drink waiters were very busy and popular.
I sat seats away from Crystal, but had my eyes
in that direction.
After the eats we all moved back into the
seating area.
I joined up with her family, Crystal mixed with
the guests, with me watching her every move.
Late in the morning the party was over with
people giving their thanks and leaving.
Crystal caught up with me and thanked me for
joining her on this occasion.
We shook hands and parted.
I walked home very excited, with that lovely
girl swirling in my head — I will see her again
and soon.
It was a late party night so I stayed in bed only
to have a ten-thirty phone call.
I answered.
“Arthur speaking”.
“Hi Arthur it is Crystal, did you enjoy the
party?”
“Yes, yes Crystal very much.”
“Oh that’s good.”
“I rang to tell you father asked me to catch up
and tell you, saying you are welcome to visit
any time to war talk with young Bill when he
comes home.”
“Thank you, that is good. Crystal — I enjoyed
your company, made a perfect night will I see
you again.”
“I hope so,” she said, “but cheers for now”.
I put the phone down and sunk back into bed
with great delight.
She rang much sooner than I expected — I
was over the moon.
A few days went by and Crystal rang again
asking if I would like to join her at a girlfriend’s
birthday.
Would I ever!
I rang and said so.
Helen was having a twentieth birthday.
We arrived with parcels and had a very bright
and entertaining evening.
I escorted her back home and we sat together
in conversation for two hours.
I learnt that her husband was an American,
the owner of a chain of fresh food stores, he was
so involved that it made it impossible for him to
live in Australia.
The same problem existed for Crystal, for she
would not leave her family or Australia.
A strange set up.
I wondered why they married, but again we
shook hands and parted.
A few months passed by, we joined as a
friendly partnership with a happy lifestyle with
no commitment.
A late phone call from Crystal in America
informing me that she and her father had
agreed with her husband for a New York style
divorce.
She was single again.
I thought what now?
I was like a kid with a new toy.
Three years went by and we just grew up
together, marriage was mentioned many times,
but fleetingly.

For us both life was wonderful.
One time we went on a picnic with friends Joe
and Shirley, long time partners.
After driving for two hours I stopped at a
country hotel and bought two drinks for the
girls while Joe and I drank at the bar.
Suddenly a cry came from the car, Joe went
out to see the problem.
Returning, Joe told me that Crystal was crying
she had read a personal letter from my glove
box.
I immediately understood why Crystal was
crying.
Two weeks back Nan from Melbourne came to
Adelaide and we spent the weekend together.
It was quite unexpected, years since I had
seen her.
She wrote back expressing the joyful
relationship.
Oh boy, am I in big trouble!
I walked strongly to the car and fronted
Crystal face full-on and said:
“Crystal if you think for one moment that I
intend to make a guilty plea to this occasion
you are very wrong. Sit up and listen to me.
First we are not committed to each other by
marriage, and we have never been in union
as one and therefore I cannot be guilty of
cheating. You are hurt so would I be. This
lady and I spent many honest times together
knowing any time either one of us could be
dead. War has no favourites, Nan lives in
Victoria and will be coming to Adelaide at
times. She is in no way at fault, I would like
you to meet her. Finally, I am very much in
love with you. You know how I feel, but now
I will stand aside and let you measure the
future of our togetherness. Please let us enjoy
the picnic.”
I returned to the bar for additional strength,
the rest of the day was enjoyed.
I took Crystal home saw her safely inside and
left, she had many strings to sort out.
Me, I had to pray for both of us.
A few days passed by and Crystal phoned.
We talked a lot but she never mentioned the
play with Nan.
The next three years was a life of total bliss, with
the lifestyle of a marriage.
The two girls did become friends, with the three
of us spending many good happy times together.
But Crystal would never leave Nan and I
together.
We both had to meet her and see her depart.
Crystal flew to Melbourne stayed with Nan for
two weeks.
Events of the past were gone.
I was employed as a design engineer, working
weekends, did not give us much time for future
planning, house hunting or marriage.
Times were good, the economy was booming

many new products were being imported: cars,
domestic goods, electrics and food.
The war time hangover had faded.
Nan rang late one evening to say an overseas
boat trip was planned, leaving in six weeks’ time,
going to America to see her sister, a doctor living
in New York.
When that time came, Crystal and I went to the
shipping port to see her leave.
We three met at the docks and engaged in loving
embraces.
Passengers were called aboard so I asked
Crystal, would she mind if I walked Nan up the
gang way, “No not at all”.
Crystal hugged Nan and wished her bon voyage.
I held Nan’s hand and helped her aboard.
I stood looking at her.
Beautiful music was playing, bright lights
flashing, sweet fragrance from the ladies filled
the air.
I was engulfed in a time of wonder my head
whirling, my heart in my mouth and living the
magic of the moment.
Loud and clear the message “all aboard going
aboard”, the ship was vibrating.
Last call all aboard going aboard I was still
holding Nan’s hands.
I felt the gangway move.
With the strangest of feelings, I took one giant
step and landed on board the ship.
Taking Nan with a tight embrace, we kissed.
What a moment.
The feeling you only find in dreams.
Then Crystal came to mind.
Oh dear, what have I done?
I looked down and saw her, madly waving both
hands, throwing kisses, wishing us the best.
I had probably the worst shakes ever.
But I stood and watched.
She continued to wave, looking at Nan and I with
tears clouding her view.
She stopped stood tall and turned away stooping
forward she moved and disappeared into the
crowd.
I felt awful, my shaking made it hard to stand.
Nan held me and said: “do not say a word I will
walk you to my room”.
I fell into a chair and Nan gave me two stiff
drinks.
“Nan, I have lived a lie for many years, why
was I not aware of it? I loved you every sleep,
why did I have to hurt so many, and Crystal — I
am so guilty with a high price, to pay — cheats
never win.”
Nan rang the purser and booked my fair and
arranged for a double cabin.
One day into the voyage, Nan and I settled down
together to enjoy our Atlantic crossing, heading to
New York in the safest ship ever built.
The S.S. Titanic.
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WPS score pro-tips from
Hawks superstars
ACPS outdoor living
and learning area
By TAMARA BROWN
IT IS ALL SYSTEMS go for the
construction of Anderson’s Creek
Primary School’s new outdoor learning
areas.
Landscaping works for the school’s
outdoor living and learning area is well
under way as is the construction of the
new sandpit and learning zone outside
the prep classrooms.
It is an exciting time for students,
watching this space take form and
many of the younger students have
enjoyed watching the bobcat moving
rocks, soil and gravel.
The landscaping includes five mud
rock tables with seating and gravel
pathways.
The final stage of the project will be
the shack, constructed in a range of
new and recycled materials.
Both areas will provide students
with learning environments designed
to engage and enhance student
engagement and wellbeing as well as
allowing teachers a range of flexible
outdoor learning spaces.
The “living and learning shack”,
as it will be known, will be built
from recycled materials (fence posts,
corrugated iron etc.) to support
sustainability.
The outdoor retreat area supports the
shelter in facilitating outdoor learning,
where small groups and creative work
can be done.
Outdoor learning areas can make
for happier, healthier, well-rounded
students and cater for a range of
learning styles.
They build effective relationship

in a cooperative, non-competitive
environment and allow for students
to participate in and enjoy passive
play activities.
A n d e r s o n ’s C r e e k P r i m a r y
School’s motto is “learning with the
community” and this project will
provide an open, accessible space for
students, teachers, families, sporting
groups and the broader community.
The primary objective of the living
and learning outdoor environment is
to engage students in learning beyond
the classroom.
It will be used for teaching and
learning during classroom hours.
Student wellbeing will be enhanced
as the shack/outdoor retreat
can accommodate a year level
by providing ample space and a
relaxing environment for students to
collaborate and learn together in a
natural environment not constrained
by classroom walls.
During break times, it will become a
passive play area to enhance student
wellbeing and engagement.
The school is hoping that
construction of the shack can take
place over the term holiday break.
Acting Principal Sue Dyos expressed
h e r t hanks to t he Wa r ra n dy te
Community Bank and Anderson’s
Creek Primary School community for
supporting the project through their
active involvement in fundraising
activities.
“I am so pleased that we have now
met our fundraising challenge for the
2016 Warrandyte Community Bank
grant of $25, 950,” she said.

Red Nose Day at
Warrandyte Primary School
By SARAH PARKER
IN SEPTEMBER 2014 our family
experienced the unimaginable loss
of a baby.
Our son Hudson was born at eight
months’ gestation; beautiful, perfect
— and still.
His death was sudden and the
impact on our family has been
devastating.
Red Nose (formally SIDS and Kids)
provided our family with a wealth of
support and helped us navigate our
way through the tremendous grief
that has followed.
“Red Nose helped us by making
fun activities and talking to us about
our feelings so we could feel better,”
said Ella, aged nine.
Today, Red Nose focus much
of their resources on finding an

answer to sudden and unexplained
stillbirth, such as ours.
In honour of their brother; Scout
(11), Ella (9) and Bridie(6) have
worked hard together to raise as
much money as possible to support
this amazing charity.
On Red Nose Day the students
and teachers of Warrandyte Primary
School dug deep; buying cupcakes,
purchasing Red Nose products and
donating gold coins for free dress.
It was a tremendous effort by the
whole school, raising a grand total
of $1077.80.
The siblings hope this money will
help find an answer to deaths like
Hudson’s so that other children
don’t also have to experience losing
a much-loved sibling like theirs.

By TRACEY MAILE
LUCKY STUDENTS at Warrandyte
Primary School were treated to a visit
by Hawthorn Football Club senior
player Jaeger O’Meara and the club’s
most recent Irish international recruit,
Conor Nash, last month.
The players were happy to participate
in a mock “press conference” and
answer some probing questions from
students.
Diet was of particular interest and
there was a variety of questions relating
to what the players eat and drink.
Both players said they try to eat
a “rainbow” of colourful fruits and
vegetables with each meal to stay
healthy.
Conor Nash said he generally eats
a substantial lunch consisting of
lasagne, salad, sushi and a variety of
fresh fruits.
Students agreed if a meal includes
a variety of colours, it is much more
visually appealing and a variety of fruit
and vegetables makes it interesting to
the tastebuds.
The importance of staying hydrated
was a key message from the players

and both said they drink a lot of water
every day.
One student asked why players
drink sports drinks after a game, even
though it contains sugar and is not
recommended as a healthy drink
option.
Jaeger O’Meara said he can lose
between three and four kilos of fluid
during a game just through sweat,
he drinks sports drink immediately
after the game to put nutrients and
minerals back into his body to help
with recovery.
For high performance sports people,
the sugar in sports drinks is outweighed
by the benefits of drinking them to get
those nutrients and minerals back into
the body quickly.
Jaeger added players generally drink
double the fluids that they have lost
to avoid dehydration — most people
should be drinking a lot more water
every day and if you’re sweating a
lot, you need to be drinking twice the
amount of fluid that you think you’re
losing.
Conor Nash was asked how he
came to play for Hawthorn, he told

the students that the AFL clubs have
scouts looking for football talent
not only around Australia but even
overseas.
Conor was first scouted by Hawthorn
when he was just 15 years old playing
Gaelic football in Ireland.
The club kept in contact with him
until he moved to Australia and
entered the AFL draft at the end of
2016, at the age of 18.
By that stage, Hawthorn had been
watching his progress for many years,
and they were happy to be able to pick
him up in the draft.
Unfortunately, Conor is currently
out of action with a hamstring injury,
but he said eating properly and taking
care of his body is just as important
during recovery as when he is playing.
Another student asked Jaeger who
was the best player he had ever played
against, without missing a beat the
answer was Gary Ablett.
They played together for four years
at the Gold Coast Suns and Jaeger
added that Ablett had taught him a
lot over that time, and was a genuinely
outstanding leader.

Warrandyte Primary's tent city
By TRACEY MAILE
THE LOCALS on Forbes Street may
be used to it, but passers-by might
have been surprised to see the tent
city that sprang up in the grounds of
Wa r r a n d y t e P r i m a r y S c h o o l
recently.
No, a new gold discovery had not
suddenly been made in the school’s
prep playground, but it was the
culmination of a Grade five and six
unit of study called “Ghosts of Our
Past”, looking at our colonial history.
Local Warrandyte residents who
went to Warrandyte Primary in the
80s and 90s might rememb er
participating in a similar tent city
activity at the school in their day.
The tradition has been brought
back in recent years and it is now a
very popular part of the school’s
curriculum which takes place every
two years.
To start with, each student chooses
a colonial character from the 1800s

who they need to research in detail.
They create a presentation which
includes a tombstone, a story map
and important artefacts from their
character’s life.
In class, students learnt about
important events that changed
Australia’s history, such as the
discovery of gold in Warrandyte, the
Eureka Stockade, the Suffragette
Movement and the “last stand” at
Glenrowan.
Students worked in teams and
selected an important event, they
then wrote their own scripts for short
performances that explained the
event before performing them as
part of “Tent City Day”, dressed in
character.
Students were asked to set up their
tent city as if it were the colonial
goldfields of the 1800s in Warrandyte.
It naturally generated a flood of
questions about what it would have
been like to live in those times, about
food, clothes, shelter and recreation.

This year, lunch was cooked over
an open fire with a menu of sausages
in bread, billy tea, damper and fresh
fruit.
Students discovered that when
Warrandyte Primary School students
attended the grand opening of the
Warrandyte Gold Memorial cairn
back in 1935 (including at least one
current WPS alumni), an orange and
lollies were given to each child as a
special treat, and the gift was
repeated this year.
Warrandyte’s history really came
to life for the grade five and six
students at Warrandyte Primary
School this term, including a walk to
the cairn where Victoria’s first major
gold discovery was made in 1851 by
Louis Michel, William Habberlin and
others, on Gold Memorial Road, just
over Fourth Hill.
But most of the students would tell
you that the real highlight was “Tent
City Day”.
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Warrandyte ace their way to two premierships
By BRANSEN GIBSON
THE WARRANDYTE Tennis Club get to
hang two new premiership flags from
their rafters after their open Section
Five and Section Six teams won their
grand finals last Friday night.
The Section Five side defeated Yan
Yean Red 42 games to 22 and the
Section Six team defeated Wattle Glen
35 games to 28, to win their respective
finals in the Diamond Valley Tennis
Association’s autumn season.
Both teams were forced to work hard
early, they were neck-and-neck with
their opponents when rain forced play
to stop midway through the matchups.

The break turned out to be a blessing
in disguise for Warrandyte, once play
resumed both their teams came out
firing and stormed home to victory.
Alistair Tudor, one of Warrandyte’s
coaches and the Friday night Junior
Convenor said it was great to see the
dedication and hard work the players
put in throughout the season pay off.
“[I’m] happy for both teams, given
that both teams missed out on making
their finals last season, it gives them
great reward to be able to win both
their finals this season.
“For Section Six who were on top
of the ladder for the majority of the

Section Five Premiership players

season it was great to close the season
the same way whilst Section Five
finishing third on the ladder and
managed to knock off the second place
team in the semis to progress to the
grand final and take the flag,” he said.
Warrandyte’s Section Two and
Section Three teams also qualified
for the finals this season but were
eliminated in the semis after losing to
Plenty and Norris Bank respectively.
Even though not all of the teams
finished the season as premiers, Coach
Tudor believes it is still a huge positive
for the club to have all four of their
sides makes the finals.

“I think it’s great for tennis in
Warrandyte,” he said.
He went on to reflect on the boost
to the club’s reputation a result like
this has.
“Anytime the club can have success
it does great boosting the profile of the
club within Warrandyte as well as the
surrounding areas,” he said.
He also wanted to thank some special
people who played an important role
in the teams' and club’s success.
“In reality I couldn’t do my role
without the support of the parents.
They are the vital part that makes

sure players get to matches and [they]
greatly assist me in making sure the
competition runs smoothly,” he said.
The teams won’t have to wait long
to take back to the court with the next
season kicking off on July 21.
Congratulations to Section Six
players: Callum Bowers, Hamish
McLellan, Nick Davenport, Owen
Kelly and Mitch Miskowiec-Robb and
to Section Five players: Nicholas Tso,
Matthew Quick, Daniel Mizzi(on the
ground), Raymond Chen and Chris
Milburn-Clark (not pictured) on a
great season.

Section Six Premiership players

And the winner is…tennis!
By TONY HONEYBORNE
NOT ONLY DID Saturday June 17 mark the
halfway stage of the Eastern Region Tennis
winter season, it bought together the two
Warrandyte Junior development teams in a
local derby match.
With the giant yellow ball in the sky yet to
put in an appearance it was definitely better
to be running around than spectating in the
chilly fog.
The Junior Development Competition
‘JDC’ started a few years ago following the
introduction of low compression balls which
reduce the bounce height and speed allowing
more time to get into position and adopt the
correct technique.

active

Intensify your inspiration

By JAMES POYNER
“WE STARTED out in July last year as
a group of 20 who travelled to the Gold
Coast to compete in what was for most of
them, their first half marathon,” begins
Mandy Harrowell — a personal trainer
and owner of Intensify Fitness, based
at the high school end of Warrandyte.
In May this year, 28 of Mandy’s
students once again took on the
challenge of running distance and
travelled to Noosa.
“Two years ago, most of them had
never even run one kilometre and now
my clients are travelling all over the

county, notching up half marathons,”
she said.
Fitness is obviously a professional
focus for Mandy who takes her 130+
members through a variety of classes
including HIIT, bootcamp, Pilates and
boxing but her passion seems to be in
distance, something she is excited about
sharing with her members.
“Running is my passion and I have
been doing it for many years having
completed numerous half marathons,
two full marathons and Oxfam.
“I was very fortunate and delighted

to be able to pass my passion onto our
members when,” she said.
Mandy and her growing group of
happy distance runners are now
looking to October and the Melbourne
Marathon Festival where she hopes all
her members can find a distance to
conquer.
“What a great way to get fit, stay fit, just
set yourself a goal and go for it,” she said.
If you are inspired to take on
Mandy’s challenge, visit her
website for more details:
www.intensifyfitness.com.au/

Playing in teams of three from 08:30 to
around 10am on a Saturday morning with
green dot balls (75% compression of regular
balls) the interclub competition is regionalised
to minimise travel and provides the perfect
introduction to junior tennis by encouraging
rallies and developing hand–eye co-ordination.
It’s also about having having FUN!
The teams will meet again for a re-match on
August 26 at the end of the home and away
season when hopefully it will be just that little
bit warmer!
Group shot:
Back row — Fynn Marsh, Callum Aldenhaven,
Hamish Pattenden, Noah Hauke
Front row — Aiden Kennedy, Taya Davies
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Mixed bag for Bloods through winter Kicking goals off the field
By MICHAEL DI PETTA
DESPITE STRONG patches of good
footy, the Warrandyte Bloods Seniors
failed to take advantage of winning
positions over the last two rounds,
falling in a nail biter to The Basin in
Round 10 before forfeiting a sizeable
advantage at home to Scoresby in
Round 11.
After their win in Round Eight
against East Burwood, the Bloods
were in prime position to capitalize
on their momentum but lapses in
concentration allowed opposition
sides to steal games out from under
Warrandyte’s nose.
However, the Development Squad,
have begun to hit their stride, winning
two games on the trot over The Basin
and Scoresby respectively.
Warrandyte’s talls starred against
The Basin, with Josiah Bektash and
Josh Appleby kicking three apiece in
a 50 point win.
Tackling intensity and gut running
was the difference against Scoresby,
as the Development Squad survived a
third quarter scare to run out 19-point
winners.
A cold morning gave way to bright
sun in a perfect afternoon for football
at Warrandyte Reserve, and the

Development Squad were in no mood
to mess around.
The athletic Matthew Green had his
fingerprints all over the game in the
first quarter kicking three excellent
goals, before dangerous small forward
Campbell Prior popped up to add
another.
Carrying a comfortable lead into the
second term, the Bloods continued
to press, inspired by the impressive
tackling display put on by Jack Stringer,
and took a 23-point lead into the major
change.
However, Scoresby managed to gain
a foothold in the game throughout the
third quarter, closing the gap to two
goals before the Bloods responded
thanks to majors by Daniel Rodoni and
Zac Ratcliffe.
With the game on the line in the
final term, Jack Stringer and Jackson
Cleary continued to throw their weight
around in the middle, before Bryce
Leenaerts kicked a brilliant running
goal to wrestle back momentum.
Minutes later, Campbell Prior set
up Lachie Richardson for a fantastic
team goal that iced the cake for the
Bloods, sealing a 19 point win 11.8 (74)
to 8.7 (55).
Looking to follow the Development

Squad’s display, the Seniors ran out
and applied relentless pressure, holding
Scoresby goalless to quarter time.
Josh Appleby looked impressive up
forward in his first Senior game and
would finish with three majors, but the
Bloods suffered a setback when Will
Morley was ruled out with a concussion
sustained late in the first quarter.
Serving as a rebounding defender,
the loss of Morley was noticeable, and
the Bloods gave away two cheap goals
in the second term, reducing the half
time lead to just seven points.
In the third quarter, the Bloods
defence steadied with Lewis Oliver
playing another strong game.
Aided by their safety net in defence,
the Bloods piled on four goals to lead
by 29 points at the final change.
Despite being assured that Scoresby
would come out firing, the Bloods
were unable to continue their staunch
defensive approach, and were too
often second to the ball.
Free kicks and a few loose attempts to
man-up allowed Scoresby to continue
to penetrate the Bloods forward 50,
and a run of eight unanswered goals
saw the away side turn a loss into
victory, defeating the Bloods by 22
points, 11.11 (77) to 8.7 (55).

Young dog teaches Warrandyte some tricks
By MICHAEL DI PETTA
IT ISN’T EVERY day one of the AFL’s
top talents makes the trek down to
Warrandyte Reserve.
However, on June 28, Warrandyte
Junior Football Club was privileged
enough to welcome an extremely
special guest.
Western Bulldogs star forward and
premiership player Jake Stringer (colloquially known as “The Package” for
his all around skills) made his presence felt, running a training session
for the Colts, answering questions
and signing autographs of delighted

fitness

fans and junior players.
Stringer began by running centre
bounce drills, before teaching Colts
players how to handball through
traffic to break a line.
All throughout the session Stringer
remained vocal and engaged, much
to the excitement of the players involved who relished the opportunity
to learn from one of the AFL’s best.
After training, Stringer answered
questions about his early career and
aspects of playing in a Grand Final,
whilst also offering valuable advice to
players about how to best develop.

Stringer also stressed the importance
of leading by example, providing a
view on what he believes on field
leaders need to do.
“I think in terms of being a leader, it’s
all about leading by example.
It’s all well and good to preach things,
and tell people to do the right things,
but it means a lot more when you are
actually doing them,” he said.
With Warrandyte already producing
high quality young AFL footballers,
a visit from Stringer might just have
rubbed some magic off on the next
big thing.

DESPITE FALTERING slightly on
the field, Warrandyte have been
kicking goals off it hosting a variety
of functions and events that
have included sponsors and the
community.
The Grand pot and parma night on
June 8 was a great success, with over
50 players and supporters attending.
Furthermore, in Round 10 — hosted
by major sponsor Yarra Valley Toyota
— Warrandyte held their past players
function, spearheaded by guest
speaker Alan Richardson — coach of
the Saint Kilda Football Club.
T h ro u g h o u t t h e d ay , D a n n y
Heffernan of Toyota arranged a cars

promotion at the ground.
In Round 11, the lads stepped aside
and the ladies took centre stage
at Warrandyte’s ladies luncheon,
celebrating the terrific women who
support and play a critical role in
the success and development of the
football club.
The luncheon was led by guest
speaker Jo Richardson (wife of
the aforementioned Alan) and a
performance by the band “Soul”,
featuring development coach Steve
Rowarth’s daughter Madi.
Special thanks for the event go to
sponsors Rob Dolan Wines, Boleros
and Miele Australia.

French exchange receives
full Australian experience
By OLLIE BELL
O VE R T H E l a s t t w o m o n t h s ,
Warrandyte’s Colts have had the
privilege of hosting and playing with
a French exchange student, Felix
Piaulet.
Felix’s time spent playing Rugby
Union in France meant it did not take
him long to adjust to the leather ball.
The speed at which he learnt the
rules, skills required to play and
tactics was quite amazing.
Felix would often play an attacking
role at the half-forward flank but his
most dangerous attribute was his
tackling/defensive ability, making
sure opposition players knew about
it whenever he caught one cold.
Both Felix’s on and off-field
confidence was admirable, especially
considering the fact that he moved
from another country, with English
being his third language.
At the beginning of the season,
Felix said it was his goal to put
one through the big sticks, and he
achieved this in his second last game

for Warrandyte against one of the
tallest teams in the division.
Felix took a mark on his chest
about thirty-five metres out, walked
back, sized up with the goals and
absolutely smashed the ball through
for a major score.
Everyone was ecstatic, and people
that were playing at full back ran the
field to celebrate with him.
During the following week, there
was a noticeable sadness around the
club; with players knowing it was to
be his final game.
However, Felix being Felix, he
was going to go out in style and he
certainly did not disappoint.
A banner was organized (similar
to one presented for a player playing
their 50th game) which he flew
through superman style.
It was a fantastic way to finish off
a great season for the exchange
student, who really became a mascot
for the team and brought the side
together.

Quit or persevere, what’s it going to be?

By CHRIS SHARP

THERE ARE ONLY three options when
taking on a health and fitness program.
You quit, you get injured, or you
persevere.
The human body is built for survival
and will adapt to better handle cold,
heat, stress, pain and just about
anything you can throw at it, it’s usually
the mind that will let you down.
So, let’s look at how you can finally
achieve that body you’ve always
wanted.
The right mindset:
it’s all in your head
People often ask me “How do I get
mentally tougher, Chris?”, and the
answer is simple — the secret lies not
in the body but in the mind.

To be successful in life, you need
the ability to stick things out when the
going gets tough — something today’s
society is seriously lacking.
What’s fascinating to me is that
in a world brimming with “softies”,
developing mental toughness gives
you a fantastic advantage.
By building the capacity to stick it out
whilst others around us are giving up,
we are setting ourselves up for success.
Many people will offer you an excuse
to end your suffering (hard work) but
you need to find the people who offer
you a challenge instead.
Set clear goals: train your brain
Be specific with where you are going.
Instead of getting distracted thinking
about how big the workout is and how
painful it will be, just focus on one
small victory at a time.
Turn the part of your brain off that’s
telling you to quit, and soldier on.
Visualise you success:
thinking is winning
Those that use mental visualisation
have a higher chance of achieving their
goals than those who don’t.
When you use mental visualisation
repeatedly, it teaches you and rewires
your brain at a primal level.
Next time you step in the gym use
this technique during your workout,

visualise your success in completing
the workout. I like to use the saying
“fake it till you make it”. If you see it
and believe it enough you will reach it.
Control your emotional state:
train your mind
D o you often have knee-jerk
reactions to things? This is caused by
huge dumps of cortisol and adrenaline,
which when mixed with stress or fear
cause you to make irrational decisions.
One way to fix these emotional
breakdowns is to use breathing
techniques and positive body
language.
This will help you to manage your
emotions under extremely stressful
environments using these methods
(work, family, financial pressures).
Next time you feel like you’re losing
control, take four long deep breaths
and pay attention to switching your
body language to a positive stance.
If you want to perform at your peak
during high-stress periods, then you
need to have a way of controlling your
emotional responses.
Once you have your mind on point,
it’s time to get down to training the
body to match.
This also requires rewiring your
brain; we have so many built up ideas
about training and nutrition that
everything gets convoluted and we try

to combine all the knowledge we’ve
ever learnt into one.
What you need to realise is that not
everybody is the same as the next, so
not every plan will work the same for
you as it will for someone else.
To set yourself up for success and
keep you motivated you need a
customised plan that is specific to your
training and nutrition goals.
Controlled nutrition:
eat clean, train smart
What you put in your body can
literally make or break a fitness
program and your mindset.
What’s tougher — training or
nutrition? Nutrition always wins for
most people.
For me nutrition is all about
performance based results and the
aesthetics is a great by-product.
When you switch your brain to eating
for performance you will be pleasantly
surprised with the way it shapes your
physique.
You must feed your body quality fuel
for optimal energy and performance
— the right fuel for the right engine.
Putting copious quantities of
processed and junk food into your
system will leave you feeling sluggish,
lethargic and slow.
This in turn will slowly derail your
fitness and body goals.

Correct supplementation also has an
enormous impact on your results; this
will give you faster results and hugely
improved performance.
If you’re going to put money, time
and effort into your training but your
nutrition is poor, you’re wasting your
time.
Physical training:
it’s all about the combinations
Successfully training for your best
body and mind requires a certain level
of commitment and discipline.
Training principles often includes
resistance training, work capacity
(HIIT), functionality and endurance.
The key to this is keeping the training
functional and developing strength not
only for mass and muscularity, but also
for posture, balance and core strength.
This will ensure that your body
has the actual fitness to match the
aesthetics.
When the whole body is strong and
your workout has your body working
in synergy, you develop a flow and
strength that isn’t easily gained by
traditional body part splits of onemuscle-group-per-day type training.
It’s time to step outside the box with
your training and start gaining some
serious functional fitness.
Train the mind to be strong and the
body can realise its full potential.
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